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Abstract
Nowadays, blockchain technology and industry has developed rapidly all over the world, which is inseparable from

continuous innovation and improvement on smart contract technology. Therefore, by summarizing the working principle

and application research status of blockchain smart contract, this paper analyzes the development and challenges of smart

contract. Firstly, we introduce the model and operation principle of blockchain smart contract for the overall architecture,

analyze the deployment process of smart contract with Ethereum, Hyperledger Fabric and EOSIO, and make a comparative

analysis from the technical level. And taking Byteball, InterValue and IOTA platforms as examples, we introduce the

deployment process and application potential for DAG-based blockchain smart contract. Additionally, we also summarize

the application research of smart contract for international and Blockchain Oracle, and discuss its innovative application

and development trend in the future. Secondly, we introduce the application status of smart contract with Ethereum and

Hyperledger Fabric platforms from the aspects of financial transactions, Internet of things, medical applications, and supply

chain, and further discuss EOS (enterprise operation system), Blockchain Oracle and other application fields. Furthermore,

we introduce the application advantages and challenges to smart contract for industrial Internet from the fields of man-

ufacturing, food industry, industrial Internet of things and industry 4.0. Finally, we discuss the challenges faced by smart

contract with technical issues, analyzes the impact on large-scale applications and mining system on the sustainable

development of smart contract, and looks forward to the future research direction of blockchain smart contract.

Keywords Blockchain � Smart contract � Industry 4.0 � DAG-based blockchain � Industrial internet of things �
Blockchain Oracle

1 Introduction

With the rapid development of cryptocurrencies such as

Bitcoin and the application of blockchain technology in

industries such as finance, Internet of things (IoT), cloud

computing and supply-chain, blockchain has gradually

attracted global attention [1]. Blockchain provides a pro-

grammable environment for smart contracts as an emerging

technology with great potential. Taking advantage of

blockchain, smart contract has been widely used in

blockchain. Smart contract can not only change the exist-

ing business model, but also bring a lot of convenience to

public life in reality.

The concept of ‘‘smart contract’’ was first proposed by

Nick Szabo in 1995 [2], specifically defined as ‘‘a smart

contract is a set of commitments defined in digital form,

including the agreement that the participants in contract

can implement these commitments’’. Smart contract is a

computer protocol designed to disseminate, verify or exe-

cute contracts in an information-based manner. It allows

trusted transactions without a third party and these trans-

actions are traceable and irreversible, which purpose is to

provide better security than traditional contracts and reduce

other transaction costs related to contracts. Therefore,

smart contract characterized by the high efficiency of

development, lower maintenance cost and high accuracy of

execution fit perfectly with the blockchain technology. It
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can be said that smart contract is one of the key features of

blockchain technology [3]. As a core technology of

blockchain, smart contract based on blockchain has been

widely used in blockchain projects with strong influence

such as Ethereum and Hyperledger.

The emergence of blockchain technology defined smart

contract and made it possible. Smart contract is an

embedded programming contract that can be built into any

blockchain data, transaction or asset to form systems,

which to form systems, markets or assets controlled by the

program [4]. It not only provides innovative solutions for

the financial industry, but also plays an important role in

the management of affairs as information, assets, contracts,

supervision, and others in the social system.

According to the progressive history of blockchain

technology, the development of smart contract can be

divided into three stages, as shown in Fig. 1: in blockchain

1.0, the representative application is Bitcoin, which the

contract for it is mainly used to achieve digital currency

transaction, and its function is relatively single. And RSK

(rootstock), the smart contract development platform based

on bitcoin ecosystem, also needs to be highly compatible

with Ethereum at present [5]. In blockchain 2.0, with the

emergence of smart contract, DApp (decentration appli-

cation) can be built on the blockchain, which the transac-

tion speed and the system performance are improved, and

the functions are diversified. According to the openness of

blockchain, it can be generally divided into public block-

chain and consortium (both private blockchain and con-

sortium blockchain belong to the license blockchain, and

private blockchain is a special form of consortium

blockchain) [6]. Among them, the most representative

development platforms are Ethereum and Hyperledger

Fabric respectively. With the prosperity and development

of blockchain ecology, new development platforms con-

tinue to make breakthroughs (such as side chain / cross

chain technology, etc.) [7–9] to solve the current chal-

lenging problems and make full preparations for the arrival

of blockchain 3.0. At the same time, they are also highly

expected and disputed, and the most representative devel-

opment platform is EOS. To sum up, Ethereum, Hyper-

ledger Fabric and EOS are representative in terms of

technology. Ethereum and Hyperledger Fabric are two core

platforms for developing smart contracts at present, and

analyzing their system architecture will help us understand

the development principle of smart contract for the public

blockchain and the consortium chain. The review of EOS

will help us better understand the development trend of

smart contract and trigger readers’ thinking on the large-

scale application of smart contract. In addition, these three

platforms are also in a state of continuous development,

from which we can understand how the blockchain tech-

nology led by smart contract can help the real economy to

develop to a deeper level in a new way of cooperation.

In view of the decentralized nature of blockchain-based

smart contracts and the nature of the contracts themselves,

the applications of blockchain-based smart contracts can be

divided into three categories from the technical level:

1. Ethereum. This is an open-source and universal public

blockchain platform with smart contract function,

which the point-to-point contract is processed through

its special cryptocurrency Ether (ETH) and Ethereum

Under Development

Blockchain
1.0 era

Blockchain
2.0 era

Blockchain
3.0 era

Development conception: solve 
the decentralization of digital 
currency and means of payment.
Main features: basic contract; 
digital cryptocurrency; single 
function; high security.
Representative application: 
Bitcoin.

Development conception: expand the 
application scope of blockchain, reduce the 
costs of trust and collaboration, and improve 
system performance.
Main features: smart contract; consensus 
mechanism; support information encryption; 
decentralized DAPP; multiple application 
areas.
Representative applications: 

1. Public blockchains: Ethereum, TRON, NEO 
and IOST, etc.

2. Consortium blockchains: Hyperledger, 
ANTCHAIN, R3 Corda and FISCO BCOS, 
etc.

Development conception: build a 
credible society, promote the deep 
integration of the Value Internet and 
the Real Economy, and realize the 
large-scale application of blockchain 
technology.
Main features: various applications 
based on smart contract; the capability 
of high concurrent processing; 
integrate with the Real Economy; 
digital rights and economy; etc.
Representative applications 
(developing): EOS, RChain,
ZhianChain, IOTA and Variant 
Network, etc.

Fig. 1 The progressive history of blockchain smart contract
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Virtual Machine (EVM) [10]. It can be used to create

decentralized programs, autonomous organizations,

and smart contracts, which its applications of goal

cover fields such as finance, IoT, smart grid and sports

quiz.

2. Hyperledger Fabric. This is a modular and open-source

enterprise class licensed distributed ledger technology

(DLT) platform, which is designed to be used in the

enterprise environment. It mainly provides functions

such as channels creation and pluggable implementa-

tion of different components [11]. Fabric has a highly

modular and configurable architecture, which can

provide innovation, flexibility and optimization for

banking, finance, insurance, healthcare, human

resources, supply chain and even digital music delivery

industries.

3. Enterprise Operation System (EOS). This is a block-

chain underlying public blockchain operating system

designed for commercial distributed applications,

which aims to solve the problems of low performance,

poor security, high difficulty in development and

excessive dependence on handling charges of existing

blockchain applications, and to achieve the perfor-

mance scalability of distributed applications [12]. The

decentralized application of EOS mainly includes

e-commerce, financial technology, and market.

Smart contract provides a programmable mechanism and

flexible algorithm for bottom blockchain data, and lays the

foundation for building blockchain 2.0 programmable

financial system and blockchain 3.0 programmable social

system, which will help to promote the application of

blockchain technology in various distributed artificial

intelligence systems [13]. Smart contract was unable to

process the data with complex logic and high throughput in

the application, and lacks privacy protection as well due to

the performance limit of blockchain system. Therefore, it is

of great significance to analyze the shortcomings of smart

contract based on blockchain in the application and study

the targeted solutions. At present, there have been many

applications of blockchain smart contract with technical

contributions to a certain extent. Although smart contract

had obvious advantages over traditional contract, the in-

depth research and application of it had still in the stage of

continuous exploration, and the potential risks of emerging

technologies still exist.

This paper is intended to summarize the current research

results of application of blockchain smart contract on the

technical level. Based on ordering the knowledge of smart

contract, the paper discusses the deficiency of the existing

research results, which looks forward with the development

trend and prospect of smart contract, and hopes to provide

useful help and inspiration for the future research on key

technologies of it.

2 Background knowledge of smart contract
application

Nick Szabo’s working theory about smart contract has been

slow to realize, which one of the important reasons is the

lack of digital systems and technologies that can support

programmable contract [3]. The emergence of blockchain

technology solves this problem. It can not only support

programmable contracts, but also provide with the advan-

tages of decentralization, tamper-proof, transparent-process

and traceability, that’s why it is well suited for the devel-

opment of smart contract [14].

Blockchain technology is based on distributed consen-

sus algorithm to generate and update data, which is several

main types of consensus mechanisms now [15]: Proof of

Work (Pow), Proof of Stake (Pos), Practical Byzantine

Fault Tolerance (PBFT) and Delegated Proof of Stake

(DPOS). Blockchain technology mainly ensures the secu-

rity of data transmission and access through cryptography,

which is one of the core parts of it. Currently, many clas-

sical algorithms of modern cryptography are used in the

application of blockchain [16] including the Hash algo-

rithm, symmetric encryption, asymmetric encryption, dig-

ital signature, etc. Which among them, Secp256k1, an

Elliptic Curve Digital Signature Algorithm (ECSDA), is

the most commonly used digital signature algorithm.

According to its functions, the infrastructure of blockchain

[1] can be divided into three parts that form the architecture

from bottom to top: infrastructure, protocol and extension,

as shown in Fig. 2. The infrastructure part links the secu-

rity of traditional network with blockchain security. In the

protocol part, it realizes the corresponding functions based

on the foundation system of hardware or network provided

by the infrastructure layer. And these two parts provided

the corresponding functions for the extension part to sup-

port services. Each part completes the core functions of its

own, and each layer cooperates with each other, thus

achieving the decentralized trust mechanism.

The infrastructure part consists of the data layer and the

network layer. The data layer is the lowest level data

structure of the whole blockchain technology. It encapsu-

lates the chain structure of the underlying data blocks, as

well as technologies such as asymmetric public private key

data encryption and timestamp. Furthermore, its main

functions are data and accounts storage based on Merkle

tree, as well as the implementation and security of trans-

actions [17]. The essence of blockchain is Peer-to-Peer

(P2P) network that is nodes maintains communication by

maintaining a common blockchain. However, the main
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purpose of network layer is to achieve information inter-

action between nodes in the blockchain network, which

includes P2P networking mechanism, data dissemination

mechanism and data verification mechanism. The protocol

part is mainly composed of the consensus layer and the

incentive layer. The consensus layer is the basis and core of

blockchain. Highly dispersed nodes can reach a consensus

in the decentralized system through the consensus algo-

rithm mechanism to jointly maintain the ledger. The

incentive layer mainly includes the issuing mechanism and

distribution mechanism of economic incentives. Its func-

tion is to provide incentive measures, which encourages

nodes to participate in the safety verification of blockchain,

so as to ensure the safe operation of the whole network, and

mostly used in the public blockchain. The extension part

consists of the contract layer and the application layer,

which mainly provides diversified services and access by

calling the functional components of the protocol part. As

the basis of the programmable characteristics of block-

chain, the contract layer encapsules all kinds of scripts,

algorithms and smart contracts. Moreover, the smart con-

tract is pieces of code running on the blockchain that can

be automatically executed without intervention, mainly to

implement algorithms and custom logic. The application

layer encapsules various application scenarios and cases of

blockchain, such as Cryptokitties [18] and DApp, and the

future programmable society will also be built on the

application layer.

The basic architecture of smart contract is shown in

Fig. 3, and it is composed mainly of data-layer, transport-

layer, the main body of smart contract, verification-layer,

execution-layer and application-layer [19–21]. The data-

layer is mainly responsible for storing the data on the

blockchain, and interacts with the transport layer through

the API, so that transferring the relevant data to the main

body of smart contract. The transport-layer mainly encap-

sules the protocol that communication and data transmis-

sion with blockchain. The main body of smart contract

includes two parts: protocol and parameters. Protocol is a

procedural description of legal text issued by standard

organization, and it is a fully instantiated template. As a

key part of contract, parameters are mainly distributed in

contract management, user management, data management

and the business logic. The four parts in parameters

directly reflect business-logic, and affect the automatic

execution of contract, hence the main body of smart con-

tract provides a complex protocol architecture for the

contract of application based on standardization. The ver-

ification-layer mainly includes verification algorithm to

ensure the validity of contract code and text. The execu-

tion-layer encapsules the software related to the running

environment of smart contract to ensure the normal
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operation of it. The application-layer is an advanced

application based on smart contract architecture, and it is

mainly used to interact with computers, and then realize

applications such as real-time transactions, distributed

computing, programmable finance and others.

The biggest difference between smart contract and tra-

ditional contract is that smart contract uses the computer

language instead of legal language to record terms [22]. To

be more exact, smart contract is automatically executed by

a computing system and is completely stored in the
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Fig. 3 The basic structure of smart contract
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computer. Smart contract based on blockchain technology

has the characteristics of tamper proof and distributed

transaction. Tamper proof is the most remarkable feature in

the blockchain, and its specific performance in that once

the smart contract is successfully deployed, then it cannot

be changed. In addition, each executed contract can be

synchronized to each user’s data terminal due to the dis-

tributed feature. Smart contract digitally deploys the con-

tract terms to the blockchain network in the form of code,

and it will be executed automatically once the trigger

conditions of the protocol set are met. The above features

make smart contracts ideally applicable to the scenarios of

contract terms, on account of it can reduce malicious

tampering and human intervention [23].

Smart contracts have become a landmark product in the

era of digital currency. With smart contract, not only

people handle decentralized trading and manage digital

assets, but also the court can use its characteristics to deal

with various economic disputes. As a kind of computer

technology, smart contract can not only process informa-

tion effectively, but also ensure that both parties of the

contract can perform the contract compulsorily without

introducing the third-party authority, so as to avoid the

occurrence of breach for contracts. That is to say, the

implementation of smart contract can form consistent and

non-controversial operation. It not only enriches the types

of blockchain transactions, but also further expands the

functions that is to meet the various needs of the digital

economy. Although smart contracts have powerful func-

tions, it also has some shortcomings. At present, the main

risks faced by smart contract can be divided into three

categories: privacy leakage, transaction overflow and

exception, and denial of service attack, and smart contracts

subject to these may never return to normal working state

[24]. Hacker attacks have occurred many times due to the

security of smart contracts. There are two typical cases:

one is Bitfinex, a bitcoin exchange, was attacked by

hackers, resulting in a loss of nearly $75 million [25];

another is the Dao event that hackers use reentry vulnera-

bility to attack, not only caused a loss of more than 50

million US dollars, but also directly led to the permanent

divergence of Ethereum [26]. As the increasing number of

DApp, DApps running on ETH, EOS, TRON and others

are constantly attacked by hackers. The main means of

attacking DApps are as follows: transaction blocking,

rollback transaction attack, false EOS attack, cracking

random number, etc. In recent years, many security inci-

dents also had taken place in the rapid development of the

financial project with DeFi, and the main means of attack

are as follows: liquid arbitrage attack on composable

assets, pincer attack and Re-entrancy attack. Thus it can be

seen that the security situation of smart contract is very

serious. There are two main reasons why smart contract is

easy to be targeted by attackers: one is that attacks on it

have higher economic value, and the other is that contract

loopholes will make contracts happen non-anticipatory

action that results in it losing credibility. Therefore, with

the increase of smart contracts and the large-scale devel-

opment of blockchain in the future, the audit of contract

code will become a specialized field of study [27].

The application of smart contract is still in the devel-

opment stage at present, and mainly in the field of finance

and government affairs. Smart contracts can help to

achieve programmable currency and financial functions.

Furthermore, smart contracts can improve the level and

efficiency of automatic transaction, reduce the cost of

transaction and execution, and facilitate the management of

transaction action. Therefore, it has attracted the attention

of financial institutions and central banks. Besides, smart

contracts have widely application prospects such as digital

payment, financial assets, cloud computing, IoT, sharing

economy [28]. The value of blockchain does not lie in a

single part, but in the interconnection and collaborative

operation of different parts, and the smart contract can just

play the central role. This means that a variety of practical

functions can be realized on blockchain, which makes the

current application system achieve unprecedented trans-

parency and trust [29].

3 Basic knowledge of smart contract

Based on introducing the operating principle of smart

contract, this chapter will further introduce the deployment

of smart contract on Ethereum, Hyperledger Fabric and

EOSIO platforms from the technical level, and make a

comparative analysis of smart contract based on three

development platforms.

3.1 Operation principle of smart contract

The system of smart contract automatically executes in the

light of the trigger conditions contained in the information

of event description, and the core of the whole system is

that the smart contract is processed by the contract module

in the form of transaction and event. When the transaction

is successfully executed, the state machine of smart con-

tract determines the state of contract. If all transactions in

the contract are executed in sequence, the state machine

will remove the contract from the latest block. Otherwise, it

will continue to be saved in the latest block until the pro-

cessing is completed. The whole process of transaction and

state is automatically completed by the system of smart

contract that built in the bottom of blockchain, and all

processes are transparent and tamper proof. As shown in

Fig. 4, the life cycle of smart contract [15, 28] is mainly
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divided into three processes which generation, release and

execution.

Each block in the blockchain structure of smart contract

contains the following information: the hash value of the

current block, the hash value of the previous block, the

consensus timestamp, and other descriptive information

[30].The operational principle of smart contract is shown in

Fig. 5, which is mainly divided into three steps:

Step 1: multiple users participate in the formulation of

smart contract, and the contract is programmed into

code. Furthermore, the system of smart contract

transmits the contract into the blockchain network after

the participants sign with their private keys.

Step 2: the contract is spread to each node in the whole

blockchain network through P2P. The specific process is

that the verification node is responsible for storing and

packaging the contract, and the contract is verified and

will be finally written into the blockchain when the

consensus is reached. Moreover, the main content of

verification is whether the private key signature of

participants matches the account.

Step 3: smart contract will check the state of the

automaton regularly, and the transaction will be executed
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write Modify
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testing and debuggingRelease Phase
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Fig. 4 The life cycle of smart

contract
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when the trigger conditions are met. In addition, the

relevant blockchain data will be obtained if all the

transactions in the contract are executed, or else the

execution will continue until the completion.

3.2 Deployment of smart contract

Although the deployment of smart contract is compiled and

executed on the graphical interface, the architecture and

principle of its deployment are different when it runs on

different platforms. This Section will introduce the

deployment process of smart contract in different platforms

from the technical level.

3.2.1 Ethereum

The deployment process of Ethereum smart contract is

shown in Figs. 6 and 7 is an example of a trading smart

contract code written using Solidity. It is needed to build

appropriate development environment and download

development tools before deploying smart contract. The

development environment is mainly composed of EVM,

Solidity and Geth. Ethereum Virtual Machine (EVM) is the

running environment of smart contract, Solidity is the

programming language of smart contract for EVM, and

Geth (Go Ethereum) is the interactive command console

[31]. And the development tools to be downloaded are

shown in Table 1. In addition, since the deployment of

smart contract on Ethereum mainly depends on the Ether-

eum node of Geth that running in the background, so that it

is necessary to build an Ethereum network to run the node.

The specific process is as follows: the Geth console uses

the file that its name is genesis.json to create Genesis block,

and it provides simultaneously the directory to save the

block data and account private key. It initializes the net-

work by executing commands, reading files and storing

Client

Smart contract
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2.Contract Function 
and Parameters

Spreads to All 
Nodes in P2P 
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Sign 

Store in 
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Fig. 5 The operational principle of smart contract
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block data, and configures relevant parameters to complete

the construction of the node running environment.

Smart contract deploys bytecodes to Ethereum network

through the transaction way, and a new smart contract

account will be generated every time if it is successfully

deployed. During deployment, the smart contract code

written in the Solidity language is transformed into EVM

bytecodes through smart contract compiler SOLC [32].

After that, smart contract is created through a transaction

that contains key information such as the creator’s account

number, and the content and address of smart contract. It

should be noted that the generation of smart contract

address takes the creator’s account number and the number

of transactions sent as random number input, and creates a

new address as the account number through the Kecca-256

encryption algorithm. Furthermore, it is needed to store

data that contains binary codes of contract, address of

smart contract and wallet balance in the blockchain.

Ethereum Network
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Fig. 6 Deployment process of Ethereum smart contract
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Ethereum provides a set of interface call based on JSON-

RPC (Remote Procedure Call) [33]. In addition, through

interface provided by Geth such as JSON-RPC and API

(Application Binary Interface), the wallet client on EVM

can also send the binary code of smart contract to Ethereum

network, but the data transmission needs to meet JSON

format. After the contract is deployed to the Ethereum

network and the verification of the whole network nodes,

the data will be written to each blockchain managed by

Geth. And the functions in the smart contract are called

through the Web3.js library and ABI interface to read and

modify the data. Gas [34, 35] will be consumed as a service

charge when testing and deploying DApp or smart contract

on the actual Ethereum network. A certain amount of gas

will be charged for each transaction on Ethereum, and the

purpose is to confine that the workload required to execute

the transaction, and pay for the execution. Due to the

limited storage capacity of each block of Ethereum, swarm

can be used as distributed storage to hash the stored content

and generate proof of the blockchain.

3.2.2 Hyperledger fabric

The smart contract of Hyperledger Fabric is usually

deployed in the form of chaincode. Chaincode is the carrier

of business, and is mainly responsible for the specific

business logic, in other words, encapsule the transaction

definition and the processing logic into an interface. In

addition, it can initialize and manage the ledger book status

by applying the submitted transaction [36]. Chaincode is

the middle point between the application layer and the

bottom layer of blockchain, and the execution environment

of each chaincode is a protected stand-alone container

(Docker), which is isolated from the operation of

endorsement node. Chaincode can be developed by the

development language such as Go, Java and Node.js.

The deployment process of Hyperledger Fabric smart

contract is shown in Figs. 8 and 9 is a java code example of

the invoke method of chaincode. It is necessary to build the

development environment of chaincode before deployment

[37], that is to download Fabric components and the

Docker images that are related to the chaincodes developed

with Go or Java and node configuration. And the key

components and corresponding functions of Fabric [38] are

shown in Table 2. As a command-line tool, Docker Com-

pose mainly implements batch processing in containers,

which can help build Fabric networks. Fabric network is

mainly built by generating the node certificate, creating the

file of genesis block and the channel file, writing configu-

ration files corresponding to Orderer nodes and Peer nodes.

After setting up the development environment, it is

required to install chaincodes on each peer node to execute

transactions and endorsement transactions, and instantiate

chaincodes on Channel. As an important part of Fabric,

channel has the function of data isolation, and each channel

can have an independent ledger and smart contract. The

process of instantiating chaincodes on Channel is as fol-

lows: find the compressed package according to the

parameter combination file name, compile the package

after decompressed, generate the container and start it, and

the peer node returns the processing results, submit the

order and generate blocks. Init method, one of the methods

that chaincode must implement, it needs to be called to

perform initialization after chaincode finished deployment

and received the transaction of instantiation or upgrade, so

that chaincode can successfully perform the necessary

initialization operations that includes initializing the

application state. Each chaincode program must implement

the chaincode interface, because the methods in the inter-

face will be called when it responds to incoming

Fig. 7 Solidity codes example of Ethereum smart contract

Table 1 Development tools of Ethereum

Tool Function

Truffle framework The popular Ethereum development

framework. It has built-in functions that is

smart contract compilation, link, deployment

and others

Ganache It can be used to create a blockchain network

locally to test the program

Metamask It is an Ethereum node wallet in the form of a

Chrome plug-in

VS code and

solidity plug-in

VS Code is a tool for writing Solidity code. It

can be installed with the Solidity plug-in to

support syntax highlighting

Remix It is a smart contract development environment

(IDE) based on Web browser
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transactions. It should be recognized that the chaincode

reads and modifies the account status through the methods

provided by the API interface named ChaincodeS-

tubInterface. The Fabric SDK can provide developers with

a variety of ways to write applications to operate the

blockchain network. Using the invoke method to call

chaincode through the interface and SDK, and then execute

the corresponding transaction.

3.2.3 EOSIO

EOS smart contract is a program registered on the EOSIO

based blockchain and executed on the node, and it mainly

Set Up the Development 
Environment of Fabric

Install

Fabric And Docker

Fabric Components

Docker Image

Docker Compose

Submit Transaction Proposal

Submit Transaction Records

Peer Node
1. Endorser
2. Committer
3. Leader Peer
4.Chaincode

Orderer Node
1. Sort the Transactions
2. Batch Packaging
3. Generate Blocks
4. Send to Peer Node

Forward

Batch Processing

Client Node Member Organizations

Registration
Building Fabric Network

Initialization
1. Generate Genesis Block
2. Channel Initialization Configuration
3. Node Configuration

Install and Instantiate the Chaincode on the Channel

1. Environment Deployment Completed
2. Start Fabric Network

ChaincodeStubInterface Interface Fabric SDK

+Initialize Chaincode (Init Method)

Call Chaincode (Invoke Method)Execute  Transaction 

Fig. 8 Deployment process of Hyperledger Fabric smart contract
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realizes the specific function of contract and stores the

request ledger of contract action in the blockchain. Each

EOS smart contract has a set of operations and types, which

Action represents a single operation, Transaction is a col-

lection of one or more Action, and Type defines the

required content and structure used in the contract. Fur-

thermore, EOS smart contracts communicate with each

other by the communication architecture based on mes-

sages and shared memory database, and it has two main

interaction modes of it: Inline and Deferred [39]. The

Inline mode mainly implements the real-time calling

sequence of all actions in the transaction, while the

Deferred mode mainly implements the delayed execution

of some actions that are not executed immediately. EOSIO

smart contracts are mostly developed in C?? language,

executed by CPU, NET and RAM, and EOSIO based

blockchain usually uses WebAssembly (WASM) that a

new type of code to execute user developed applications or

code [40]. More particularly, when the transaction of

EOSIO based blockchain storage contract is in progress,

the corresponding smart contract set must attached the

Ricardian Contract [41].

The deployment process of EOSIO smart contract is

shown in Figs. 10 and 11 is a C?? code example of EOS

smart contract. EOS Studio is a graphical integrated

development environment (IDE) for EOSIO DApp devel-

opment, and Docker is the running environment of EOS

smart contract [42]. The development environment needs

to be built before deploying the EOS smart contract. Aside

from downloading the main tools of EOSIO as shown in

Table 3, it is also needed to install node.js package, EOSJS

and scatter. EOSJS is a method library for interaction with

EOSIO blockchain network, and scatter is a wallet front-

end plug-in based on EOS. After that, it can start the Cleos

command line to deploy the EOS smart contract after

configuring the Docker Compose file. Firstly, it is required

to load Eosio.bios, the basic IO smart contract. It is the

basic system of many basic actions in EOS, and directly

control the resource allocation and have access to API, thus

it is necessary to ensure the effective execution of basic IO

intelligent contract. On the public blockchain, Eosio.bios

will manage the token that has raised and be raised to

reserve bandwidth for CPU, memory and network activi-

ties. When the basic IO smart contract has finished loading,

by signing the corresponding action of a function call in the

smart contract through the private key of the account

Fig. 9 Java codes example of invoking method of chaincode

Table 2 Key components of fabric

Key component Function

Client (1) Mainly responsible for interaction with the Fabric system

(2) Implement management operations, such as starting and stopping nodes and configuring network

(3) Implement the operation of chain code, that is install, instantiate and call the chain code

(4) The common clients are the command client (CLI) and the application client developed by Fabric SDK

Peer (1) It is a peer node in the decentralized network of blockchain, which is mainly divided Endorser and Committer by

function

(2) Endorser: it mainly checks, simulates and endorses the plan

(3) Committer: it is mainly responsible for checking the transaction and legitimacy, and updating and maintaining the

blockchain data and account status

CA (certificate

authority)

(1) It is mainly responsible for providing identity information based on digital certificate to members of Fabric network

(2) It can generate or cancel a member’s identity certificate

(3) Fabric can realize the management of permission control based on clear membership

Orderer (1) It is mainly responsible for receiving and sorting the transactions of each node

(2) In the case of concurrency, the transaction sequence of each node should be determined by Orderer nodes according

to certain rules to reach a consensus, and the transaction should persist into the account book of the blockchain

(3) Orderer nodes support multiple channels isolated from each other, so that transactions are only sent to related nodes,

such as Peer nodes
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Eosio, the contract can be deployed to the Nodeos node.

Finally, the EOSIO contract can be published after reading

the WAST/WASM file and assembling the WASM. Smart

contract only completes the core part of DApp that is

transaction related operations, but most interactive inter-

faces still need JavaScript and HTML. In addition to using

C?? or programming methods to call some RPC inter-

faces, the curl (a transfer tool) is the simplest way to call

this interface. DApp can interact with other interfaces

through RPC interface, and then achieve the goal that is to

execute transaction by calling smart contract.

3.3 Comparative analysis of smart contracts
based on three development platforms

Blockchain is a distributed system that can realize data

cannot be tampered and trusted calculation results through

multi-party storage and calculation [43]. And the smart

contract must have two properties at the same time based

on such characteristics: Certainty and Termination. The

running results of different nodes may not be consistent if

the smart contract with the uncertain, which will lead to the

consensus not being reached and the network stagnates.

Similarly, the node will spend infinite time and resources to

run it if the smart contract is never stopped, and it will also

lead to the stagnation of the network. Blockchain smart

contract has strict requirements on the operating environ-

ment. The fundamental reason is that the current smart

contract is running under the key that is Turing’s com-

pleteness, and it must meet the requirements of certainty

and termination [44].

The smart contract will run in multiple nodes of the

blockchain network, and the detailed design of its specific

development will be different in different operating envi-

ronments. In Table 4, based on the three smart contract

development platforms that is Ethereum, Hyperledger

Fabric and EOSIO, we will compare and analyze them

from the implementation details, such as the programming

language, the consensus mechanism and the underlying

database. Furthermore, we will also introduce the appli-

cation environments of the smart contract based on dif-

ferent platforms. Moreover, we will also discuss the

methods of solving the problems of two characteristics that

are certainty and termination, and further summarizes the

existing problems and corresponding solutions of the three

development platforms [45–49].

4 DAG-based blockchain smart contract

As NXT community proposed to change the linked storage

structure of blockchain into DAG (directed acyclic graph)

blocks [50], researchers began to explore DAG technology

[51]. At present, the most representative DAG-based

blockchain projects mainly include IOTA, Byteball, Nano,

HashGraph and InterValue, which adopts the concept of

blockless and creatively use the data structure of DAG.

However, it requires technological innovation to realize the

smart contract function of DAG-based blockchain due to

DAG does not take blocks as the underlying architecture

[52]. The more mature projects in the development of

smart contract are Hashgraph and InterValue. Byteball only

supports simple declarative smart contracts that are not

complete in Turing. IOTA also launched the Alpha version

Fig. 11 C?? code example of EOS smart contract

Table 3 The main tools of EOSIO

Tool Function

Nodeos

(node ? eos = nodeos)

(1) It is the core of EOSIO, and plug-ins

can be configured to run the core

EOSIO node daemons

(2) Mainly responsible for the realization

of core functions, such as data

synchronization, the block generation,

transaction verification, etc

Cleos

(cli ? eos = cleos)

(1) It is the client program of EOS and

can interact with nodeos and keosd

(2) It is mainly used to interact with

blockchain and manage wallet

(3) The command line tool that can

upload the smart contract to the

blockchain and can query the

blockchain

Keosd

(key ? eos = keosd)

(1) It is mainly responsible for the related

management of key, and stores the

EOSIO key securely in wallet

(2) Generating key pair, signing

transaction, etc

Eosio.cdt It is mainly used to generate ABI and

convert C ? ? code into WASM text

format
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of IOTA smart contract protocol (ISCP) in 2021.In order to

further explore the application value of DAG-based

blockchain smart contract, this Section will introduce the

basic knowledge of DAG-based blockchain and the

deployment of smart contract for Byteball, InterValue and

IOTA, and analyze the application advantages and disad-

vantages of DAG-based blockchain smart contract.

4.1 DAG-based blockchain basics

DAG-based blockchain takes DAG as its data structure and

its network consists of transaction units, which can achieve

asynchronous and concurrent write transactions, like multi-

core and multi-threaded CPU [53]. Except the data struc-

ture is different from blockchain, there are also differences

in granularity: each blockchain unit records multiple

transactions of multiple users, and each DAG-based

blockchain unit records single user transactions. It can be

Table 4 Comparative analysis of smart contracts based on three development platforms

Platform Ethereum Hyperledger fabric EOSIO

Program language Solidity Golang/Java/Node.js C??

Consensus

mechanism

POW/POS Solo/ Kafka/ Etcdraft Graphene (DPOS ? BTF)

Underlying

database

LevelDB NoSQL/LevelDB/CouchDB Oracle, MySQL and other mainstream

databases

Protocol Ghost protocol/Whisper protocol Gossip protocol Bancor protocol

Core strengths Support new development of rich

ecosystem

Unique, highly elastic and scalable

architecture

High performance and no handling

charge

Operating

environment

EVM (ethereum virtual machine) Docker Docker, building private network and

connecting EOS community test

network

Application

scenarios

(1) It is the strongest public blockchain

so far

(2) Applications of Finance and

financial derivatives, online voting,

decentralized governance, identity

authentication and reputation system,

file storage, decentralized

autonomous organization, supply-

chain and insurance, etc

(1) It is mainly used in enterprise level

licensing blockchain

(2) Decentralized governance of smart

contract, the new application mode of

chain code for collaboration and

consensus, private data security

enhancement, external chain code

initiator, improving state database

cache for CouchDB performance and

Alpine based the docker image, etc

(1) It is by far the most potential public

blockchain

(2) Set up wallets, gambling games,

e-commerce, financial technology,

markets, decentralized exchanges and

content platforms on the public

blockchain, etc

The methods to

solve the

problem of

determinacy and

termination

(1) Determinacy: to ensure the

determinacy by EVM providing

deterministic system functions and

restricting the access types of data

(2) Termination: fee meter solution and

economic means to solve the problem

of downtime

(1) Determinacy: try to avoid the use of

non-deterministic functions when

developing. And the platform plans to

provide a set of deterministic system

function library for users to use, and

innovate in the accounting

architecture

(2) Termination: uses the timer

scheme, but it will increase the

failure rate of consensus algorithm

(1) Deterministic: adopting

deterministic parallel technology. It is

used to control the synchronization,

competition and interference among

the parallel program executors, so

that the execution result of the

program only depends on the input

(2) Termination: uses the timer scheme

Existing problems

at present

(1) Low throughput

(2) Poor scalability

(3) Security issues

(4) High transaction costs

(1) High maintenance costs and delays

(2) Low throughput and poor

scalability

(3) Security issues

(4) Problems in cross channel smart

contract call

(1) The ineffectiveness of supervision

mechanism

(2) The defects of economic model

(3) Governance issues under consensus

mechanism

The main ways to

solve the

problems

(1) The POS-Casper scheme of

Ethereum

(2) Sharding Technology

(3) Channels, Mixers, Ring Signature,

Zero Knowledge Proofs

(4) Expansion

(1) Using IPFS as file transfer protocol

(2) Identity confusion mechanism and

PDC (private data collection) scheme

(3) Data partition scheme of

multichannel

(1) Imitating the stock model of

Warren Berkshire

(2) A new economic form (stacking) is

put forward

(3) The mixed mode of on Chain

Governance and off chain governance
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seen from the basic structure that DAG can achieve very

high network scalability and throughput compared with the

traditional blockchain technology. Through the compara-

tive analysis of blockchain and DAG-based blockchain

[51–54] in Table 5, the technologies adopted for different

distributed models (such as IOTA, Byteball and

InterValue) will be different, and the appropriate dis-

tributed model can be selected according to different

application scenarios.

Through comparison, DAG-based blockchain has the

following advantages over traditional blockchain:

Table 5 Comparative analysis of blockchain and DAG-based blockchain

Blockchain DAG-based blockchain

Byteball InterValue IOTA

Data structure Information stored in

blocks ? Chain

Information stored in transaction units ? DAG

Communication

mechanism

P2P technology Web socket

communication in

json data format

Anonymous communication

based on P2P ? Tor ? VPN

Asynchronous communication

mechanism based on Gossip

protocol and Tangle

Consensus

mechanism

PoW, PoS, DPoS, PBFT,

Raft, Ripple, etc

Mainchain and 12

notaries

Hashnet consensus based on

enhanced DAG

BA-VRF double layer consensus

Fast probabilistic consensus

Cellular automata consensus

PoW weight accumulation

Smart contract EVM smart contract,

Chaincode, EOSIO smart

contract, etc

Declarative contract

with non-Turing

completeness (Smart

Payments)

Declarative smart contract with

non-Turing completeness and

advanced Turing complete

smart contract (MVM)

IOTA Smart Contract Protocol

(ISCP)

Transaction cost Need transaction fees Need transaction fees No transaction fees for local full

nodes

No transaction fees

Double spending

problem

UTXO and timestamp

technology

Mainchain sequencing Layering and sharding

consensus

mechanism ? suffix matching

method

Weight comparison of PoW

Transaction

performance

The transaction speed

decreases with the increase

of nodes. Block

competition. Not

suitable for large-scale

operation

No block limit. Transactions are carried out in parallel

The time of each transaction decreases with the increase of nodes

Able to maintain high transaction speed in large-scale operation

Resource

consumption

Reaching a consensus

requires a huge

consumption of resources

No block

Simplified consensus

Storage subsets can effectively reduce resource consumption

Performance

bottleneck

Poor scalability

Throughput is limited by

block size, network

bandwidth and other factors

Good scalability

The throughput increases with the increase of nodes, but is limited to network bandwidth and

bookkeeper node performance

Network

security

Strong. Network security

problems can be cause

when the attacker has 51%

of the computing power of

the whole network

Stronger

Network security is

guaranteed by the

randomness of

transaction

confirmation and

expansion speed

The three development

platforms have the same

advantages in network

security. Cells should be

merged here.

Application It has a wide range of

applications, mainly in the

financial field, supply chain

and Internet of things

Robot store,

authentication, P2P

insurance, market

prediction, voting and

IoT solutions

Digital currency, financial and

non-financial applications.

Practical technologies

supporting large-scale

applications are being

explored

Focus on solving IoT

transaction and data layer

problems, such as automatic

driving, smart flood

protection, and supply chain
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1. Fast transaction speed: DAG can realize local process-

ing and parallel computing, which greatly improves the

transaction speed.

2. Strong scalability, high throughput and no capacity

limit. With the increase in participants, the network

also tends to be stable, and the transaction confirmation

speed is faster and faster. There is no need to wait for

data synchronization from other nodes. Therefore,

DAG is very suitable for IoT projects.

3. Higher security: due to the data structure of DAG, if a

node needs to be modified, the corresponding in-degree

and out-degree also needs to be modified, making it

more difficult to do evil.

4. Low cost: there is no block sizes problem due to no

miners or blocks of DAG system, and users can

execute transactions in very few currencies. Further-

more, DAG technology can process a large number of

transactions in a few seconds, which is suitable for

large transaction applications.

However, DAG-based blockchain also has some

shortcomings:

1. Uncontrollable transaction duration: when verifying

historical transactions in a random manner without any

sequence rules, some transactions may not be verified

by any other node in extreme cases, which resulting in

that they will never be confirmed. This also led to the

unpredictability of transaction duration.

2. Strong consistency is not supported: DAG asyn-

chronous recording mechanism brings uncontrollable

consistency problems while improves the scalability.

As an asynchronous operation, DAG does not have a

global sorting mechanism, which limits the types of

operations supported by the system. What’s more, it is

likely that the data stored between nodes will deviate

after running for a period of time when running a smart

contract.

3. Security has not been verified by large-scale

applications.

4. Large scale traceability is difficult: in order to track the

relationship between each transaction and previous

transactions, the whole DAG map needs to be retrieved

and accessed at any time. In a large-scale system, the

traceability of its transactions will be very complex,

and it is almost impossible to save it all in memory for

real-time update. If these data are saved from disk,

refreshing the weight of each tangle in real time will

cause a lot of random I/O, which may be solved by

deploying a large number of SSDs (solid state disk).

The asynchronous communication mechanism of DAG-

based blockchain has obvious advantages in improving

scalability, shortening transaction confirmation time and

reducing cost, but its security and consistency problems

also need to be solved urgently. In the long run, DAG is a

very novel and promising mechanism, which opens a new

door for thinking in the field of traditional data

management.

4.2 Byteball

Byteball adopts declarative smart contract with non-Turing

completeness, which uses Boolean statements to write

contract content, and supports Boolean operation and data

storage [55]. It has the characteristics of simple deployment

and high security. In addition, as the infrastructure of Smart

Payments [56], Byteball smart contract can call Byteball

wallet to pay transaction fees. Byteball is different from

other DAGs in that it implements make use of Oracle to

solve the problem of transaction order. The role of Oracle

is to track the execution of all transactions and maintain the

global order for all transactions in the network [57]. In this

way, by using Oracle, smart contracts that require accurate

transaction execution order can be realized.

Byteball smart contract mainly realizes the transaction

payment function. Its formulation and deployment are very

friendly and readable for users. Taking the test network as

an example, we introduce the deployment process of

Byteball smart contract, including the following steps:

Step 1: installs and starts the Byteball wallet, and request

token (bytes) by sending the payment addresses to the

test network Faucet.

Step 2: In essence, the formulation process of Byteball

smart contract is similar to user interaction in the chat

interface. User need to add transactions to their address

book and establish interaction channels, which is the

biggest difference in traditional blockchain deployment

and the key step of contract formulation.

Step 3: Both parties send payment addresses to each

other through the chat function provided by Byteball

wallet. In order to ensure privacy, the original address

needs to be hashed and use base32 coding algorithm to

obtain the payment address. When sending the data unit

(Unit) with the payment address for the first time, the

user needs to put the corresponding address definition

into the authors field of the Unit.

Step 4: Both parties use addresses to define contract

content, which is presented in the form of Boolean logic.

The simplicity of this logic is conducive to checking

logic vulnerabilities and reducing the risk of security

vulnerabilities in the process of writing contracts.

Binding the events in the physical world to the payment

conditions through the third-party Oracle, and the events

are introduced into the payment execution conditions of

the smart contract as a data feed. After the contract
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content is formulated, it will be sent to Byteball

consensus network, and the witness will verify and

confirm the contract content.

Step 5: Byteball can realize rich payment logic on the

payment address. The user sends a payment request in

the form of a complete Boolean statement of the smart

contract to the transaction party, and the authenticators

field will verify the validity of the unit. After the Unit

verification is passed, if both parties of the transaction

made payment and received confirmation information of

payment, then the execution of smart contract is

completed.

In order to better understand the simplicity brought by the

Boolean logic of Byteball smart contract, a code example

of defining smart contract using the payment address is

given as shown in Fig. 12. Alice and Bob respectively

transfer bytes to the gambling payment address generated

by the above definition, and sign the generated data unit.

When the exchange rate published by the exchange

exceeds 1.888, Alice has the right to dispose of all assets on

the gambling payment address. If it does not exceed 1.888

before August 25, 2021, all asset disposal rights belong to

Bob. If both conditions are met, Alice and Bob have the

right to dispose.

The Boolean logic syntax of Byteball smart contract

makes the contract highly readable and concise, and

reduces the risk of contract vulnerabilities. However, the

function is relatively single, which is weaker than the tra-

ditional blockchain smart contract function in terms of

completeness. However, because the unique function of

Byteball is its built-in secret asset (Blackbyte) and its

positioning is to become the ledger of the IoT, the effi-

ciency and privacy in the transaction payment are the

development focus of Byteball smart contract.

4.3 InterValue

InterValue mainly solves the three problems of the existing

public blockchain (low performance, high development

threshold and low security). It uses the combination of

Hashnet [58, 59] consensus based on DAG and Byzantine

negotiation based on random selection function (BA-VRF)

[60, 61] to realize million level TPS, which has the char-

acteristics of anti-quantum attack [62–64] (using NTRU-

sign-251 signature algorithm [65]). Security is improved

through the bottom P2P anonymous communication net-

work and the upper anonymous transaction method, and the

high-performance smart contract is realized by Moses

virtual machine (MVM). The difference between Inter-

Value and other DAGs is that it adopts the DAG ledger

(Hashnet) of Lattice structure [66], which each lattice in

the ledger represents a local full node bookkeeping

structure.

InterValue adopts hierarchical thoughts similar to

computer storage architecture in the realization of smart

contract function, and supports declarative smart contract

with non-Turing completeness and advanced Turing com-

plete smart contract. MVM is mainly used to execute these

two smart contracts. However, because the declarative

smart contract with non-Turing completeness is embedded

in the transaction data unit in JSON data format, MVM

cannot execute it directly. The main solution is that the

local full nodes provide the compiler function of declara-

tive contract language, so that the contract content can be

compiled into the default contract object, and then exe-

cuted by MVM. More particularly, the transaction handling

fee is calculated according to the bytes occupied by the

contract. The deployment process of declarative smart

contract with non-Turing completeness on InterValue is the

same as that of Byteball smart contract, so we will not be

repeated here. Next, we will mainly introduce InterValue

advanced Turing complete smart contract.

The advanced Turing complete smart contract for

InterValue is mainly used to develop DApp with more

complex program logic, but its deployment of is relatively

difficult and is still in the continuous improvement stage. In

order to realize the function of Turing’s complete smart

contract, InterValue adopts double-layer consensus struc-

ture and ex post rollback mechanism [67] to cancel the

illegal output state of smart contract, which avoids the

occurrence of double spending transaction. In addition, for

reducing the development threshold, InterValue uses the

independently developed Moses high-level programming

language to write smart contracts, and supports the secure

access and use of off-chain data. Advanced Turing

Fig. 12 Code example of using

payment address to define smart

contract in Byteball
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complete smart contract is verified and executed in MVM.

Furthermore, MVM adopts the principle of stack-based

virtual machines, which is simple and easy to use, and can

provide portability of virtual machines. In terms of secu-

rity, MVM adopts the sandbox structure design based on

white list to protect the smart contract for malicious attacks

of the system layer.

The advanced Turing complete smart contract is com-

piled into bytecode by Moses compiler and deployed to the

InterValue network in the form of transaction data unit.

MVM loads data such as variables and methods of smart

contract in the method area. After the smart contract is

instantiated, the heap of the virtual machine will allocate

storage space for the instance object of the smart contract.

When the smart contract is called and executed, MVM

creates a virtual machine stack in the instruction scheduling

area, which is mainly used to handle the stack in and out of

the stack frame during the calling and completion of the

contract method. At this point, the program counter will

store the address of the next bytecode instruction to be

executed. Since the smart contract takes the INVE Token

consumed by the program running as the handling fee, a

certain amount of INVE Token needs to be frozen when the

user invokes the contract. With the execution of the

instruction, tokens are gradually consumed until the con-

tract is executed, and the remaining tokens will be returned

to the user. If all tokens are consumed before completion of

execution, contract status will be rolled back to the status

before execution, and the consumed tokens will not be

returned. This anti-fraud mechanism can reduce the dam-

age to its network performance by attackers using contract

vulnerabilities.

Compared with blockchain smart contract, the main

advantage of InterValue is that it provides advanced smart

contracts for off-chain data access. In terms of design,

InterValue integrates UTXO and account transaction. For

the sake of ensuring security and execution efficiency, the

smart contract for InterValue has made a breakthrough in

secure access and use of off-chain data, enhanced the

security of the virtual machine itself, and realized the

embedded formal verification of smart contract code.

InterValue still has great potential for realizing highly

practical distributed application development in the future.

However, the implementation of Turing complete smart

contract with DAG still faces some challenges, such as

establishing the model of account state, how to store the

data of account state in the network, and storage in the

process of state change.

4.4 IOTA

As one of the representatives of blockchain 3.0, IOTA aims

at design a new transaction settlement and data asset

circulation system for the IoT industry and provide scalable

solutions by achieving data integrity in the economy

between machines [68]. Different from other DAG-based

blockchain, it is a DAG-based blockchain based on Tangle

[69], in which the connected nodes are transaction data,

and consensus is an inherent part of the system. It can

overcome the inefficiency of the blockchain and has the

characteristics of zero transmission cost, unlimited expan-

sion and data security. Moreover, Tangle is the core tech-

nology of IOTA, which has the characteristics of no miner,

relatively loose data transmission rules and scalable data

units. In IOTA, Markov chain Monte Carlo algorithm

(MCMC) [70] is used to solve the problem of selecting

attachment points in Tangle. In order to deal with con-

flicting transactions in Tangle, Coordicide proposed fast

probabilistic consensus (FPC) [71] and cellular automata

consensus (CC) [72]. IOTA own mechanism can prevent

heavyweight attacks [73, 74], parasitic chain attacks [75],

splitting attacks [76] and quantum computing attacks.

Early IOTA did not have the function of smart contract,

and Qubic project is committed to the implementation of

IOTA smart contract. IOTA smart contract protocol (ISCP)

was officially launched in 2021 and is currently in Alpha

stage. ISCP Alpha is based on Rust and Webassembly

framework, verified by Tangle, and runs in a multi chain

environment protected by Tangle. In particular, the verifier

does not need to verify all chains at one-time, because the

creator of ISCP can choose a verification committee that

matches its required or desired level of dispersion and

security.

ISCP is defined as an immutable state machine: each

smart contract has a state attached to Tangle. This status

includes data such as account balance, input conditions and

results over time, and each state update represents a state

transition on the Tangle. The state and smart contract

program code are immutable because they are stored on the

Tangle. But it can incrementally update the state by

attaching a new transaction to the Tangle state. Tangle

provides verifiable audit trail of state transition. Therefore,

it will not be destroyed by malicious nodes when state

transition. The deployment process of ISCP based on the

Goshimmer test network is shown in Figs. 13 and 14 is a

code example of ISCP for verifying access rights (from

GitHub). Before deployment, it is necessary to build the

Rust development environment for ISCP, download main

development tools of ISCP and docker images related to

Go language. Development tools and corresponding func-

tions required by ISCP are shown in Table 6. First, it needs

to use the Coordicide solution, use Bazel to build the

Tangle network, and run it through Docker. The smart

contract written in Go language is programmed into binary

bytecode through Rust Compiler, and the trading assets are

delivered through Trinity wallet. Solo uses Go and GCC to
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simulate the behavior of Wasp nodes, which can realize the

unit test of smart contract. After the test is completed, the

deployment of smart contract for Tangle network is real-

ized through the Cluster Tool and Wasp command line.

The smart contract chain run by Wasp node signs the

transactions in the smart contract when the Committee

node reaches a consensus result with result essence hash, a

set of partial BLS signatures and a timestamp. Through

WASM and IOTA API, methods within smart contracts

can be called to execute transactions. It should be noted

that the smart contract program uses the request transaction

and the current state transaction to build the state update

chain triggered by the incoming request, and stores the

program hash in the Tangle to ensure invariance.

The smart contract function of ISCP is similar to the

smart contract for Ethereum. However, due to the

Set Up the Development 
Environment of IOTA 

Install 

Hornet and WASM

Go Language

Wasp-Pack

Trinity Wallet

1. Start Goshimmer nodes
2. Start Solo tool

The SEED with a length of no 
more than 81 bits is used as 
the basis for authentication.

Gcc WASM IOTA API

+ +

Execute  Transaction 

Rust 
Compiler

Docker Image

Use Bazel build and Docker 
to run the Tangle network

Coordicide

Solo tool

Compile ISCP to generate wasm file

Cluster tool + Wasp-cli
Conduct ISCP unit test

Wasp Node i

Wasp Node i-1

Wasp Node i-2

Wasp Node i-3

Wasp Node i-4

Wasp Node i+1

Wasp Node i+2

Wasp Node i+3

Tangle Network (integrated MANA module)

Deploy ISCP to the Tangle Network

ISCPchains [ in L2 (off-Tangle) ]

Chain1.ID
Smart contract 1
Smart contract 2

...
update

Chain State

Chain2.ID
Smart contract 1
Smart contract 2

...
update

Chain State

Chain3.ID
Smart contract 1
Smart contract 2

...
update

Chain State

ISCP Data
Address: account address
Balance: IOTA Tokens
Transaction: UTXO Model
Sandbox interface: R/W, R/O
Program: DeployContract, SetDefaultFee 
State: virtual state, token account

The committee node (the 
quorum) signs transactions using 
BLS multi-signature addresses

Invoke smart contracts on the ISCP chains

Fig. 13 Deployment process of ISCP
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characteristics of Tangle structure, ISCP has high flexi-

bility and faces some challenges:

1. State bifurcation: the state is updated in different ways

when two or more transactions are attached to the

Tangle, which results in the problem of conflicting

copies. The current solution is to create a unique coin-

mixing [77] when setting the smart contract, and

embed the dye coin to the smart contract address, so as

to form a non forkable chain during the transaction and

prevent the occurrence of state forking.

2. Development environment upgrades: the verifiability

and auditability of smart contract still needs to be

further developed. Moreover, ISCP needs to realize

binary compatibility with Ethereum ecosystem, and use

Solidity as contract programming language. In addi-

tion, it is also necessary to implement the inter chains

atomic exchange framework of local and external

blockchain.

3. Security: it is necessary to ensure the independence of

grass-roots snapshots and expand the unlicensed chain

committee venue. Keys also need to be managed for

security and scalability.

Although ISCP started late, its flexibility can provide

scalable solutions for IoT. At present, it is still in the

continuous testing stage, and the performance and advan-

tages in large-scale applications still needed to be studied.

DAG-based blockchain has great application potential for

the scalability development of industrial Internet, but

DAG-based smart contract is still in a state of continuous

development, with higher flexibility than blockchain smart

contract, but poor security and functionality. How to inte-

grate smart contract engine into DAG system to realize the

functions of big data security, privacy computing,

automation and high transaction efficiency is a research

hotspot in the future.

5 Research on the application status
of smart contract

Blockchain is in the stage of 2.0 at present, which smart

contract based on blockchain is widely used in real life for

its decentralization, transparency and tamper resistance.

Therefore, this chapter will further discuss the research

status of blockchain smart contract, and introduce the

current application status of it from mainly seven aspects:

financial transaction, Internet of things, medical applica-

tion, supply chain, EOS application research, Blockchain

Oracle and other applications. In addition, in Sect. 6, we

will further discuss the application research status of

blockchain smart contract in industrial scale and the

potential for large-scale application in the future.

5.1 Relative application and research of smart
contract based blockchain

The latest report from PwC (Pricewaterhouse Coopers)

shows that 2025 will be a turning point if blockchain

technology is applied largely across the world. In addition,

the application of blockchain will bring a growth of US

$1.76 trillion to global GDP (1.4% of global GDP) by 2030

[78]. It follows that blockchain can not only promote the

development of scientific and technological innovation, but

also drive the world economy. Countries all over the world

have formulated the overall development strategy of the

blockchain industry, and blockchain technology seems to

have become the next competitive place. As the blockchain

further becomes a new infrastructure for the development

of digital economy, it will lead a new round of global

technological innovation. Major developed countries in the

world will pay more attention to blockchain technology,

which will increase industrial support for it and enhance

Fig. 14 Code example for ISCP to verify access rights

Table 6 Development tool of ISCP Alpha

Tool Function

Rust

environment

It is used to write smart contracts and compile them

into WebAssembly (wasm) binaries to prepare for

the deployment of smart contracts on the chain

Cluster tool It allows to use a Goshimmer (with simulated token

ledger) and many Wasp nodes to run an isolated

test network, which is mainly used to deploy chains

and smart contracts, support DApp front-end to

run, and run integration test

Solo tool Write unit tests for smart contracts and DApps

Wasp-cli A command line interface for interacting with wasp

nodes. When deploying chain and smart contracts,

tokens can be used for payment through addresses

and accounts on the chain

Wasp

explorer

A simple dashboard through which anyone can view

information such as node configuration, deployed

chains, smart contracts and accounts on the chain

IOTA API It can be called through Curl, Python, JavaScript and

Java
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Table 7 Major international blockchain smart contract projects

Project

name

Research team Brief introduction

Ethereum ETH Team 1. General development platform for smart contract

2. High contract liquidity

3. Higher security and transaction efficiency

4. Decentralization, automation, tamper-proof, transparency, etc

Hyperledger IBM and Linux

Foundation

1. A globally deployable, scalable and powerful smart contract development platform

2. Enterprise consortium blockchain

3. It can carry out complex calculation

4. Have pluggable modules

EOSIO Block.one 1. Realizing the function expands of distributed application

2. No charge

3. Deal with larger TPS

4. Parallel execution of smart contracts

Polkadot Web3 Foundation 1. Scalable heterogeneous multi chain technology

2. The contract module supports WASM smart contract

3. Adopt Polkadot Substrate development framework

4. Promote the development of cross chain interoperability

ChainX PolkaX 1. The first ecological chain based on Polkadot technology framework

2. The core is to make the parallel chain of smart contracts

3. Contract module integrated with Substrate

4. Good usability, low cost and high automation

Certik Certik Team 1. ‘‘Deep specification’’ formal verification technology provides code security audit services for smart

contracts

2. Based on smart-tag and hierarchical decomposition technology

3. Improve the flexibility and efficiency of security verification

4. High scalability and automation

pLIBRA LibraChina Team 1. Connect Libra blockchain to Polkadot for smart privacy contract of cross-chain interaction

2. Privacy protection through TEE technology

3. Based on Phala Network, being committed to the privacy protection of smart contract in Web3.0

ecology

ANTCHAIN Blockchain Team (ANT

Group)

1. The world’s first commercially available On-chain privacy protection technology

2. Smart contract of hardware TEE privacy chain based on Intel SGX technology

3. Customized hardware processor of blockchain smart contract

Matic Matic Team 1. Matic Network is the smart contract development solution of Ethereum Layer2

2.Adopt the frame of ‘‘Hybrid POS ? Plasma Side-chain’’, with high throughput

3.Using the side-chain to trade and expand of off-chain

RSK/

RootStock

RSK Labs 1. The first open-source smart contract platform that has used the side chain with bitcoin bi-

directional anchored

2. It has Bitcoin-level security and Ethereum-level flexibility

3. RIF OS framework and merged-mining algorithm are adopted

4. RVM is highly compatible with EVM at bytecode level

XuperChain Baidu XuperChain Team 1. Blockchain 3.0 solution with strong network throughput and high concurrency of general smart

contract processing capability

2. Supporting parallel chain and side chain

3. The original XuperModel data model is used to maximize the parallel execution capability
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national competitiveness in blockchain technology and

industry. This Section will introduce the current research

status of international blockchain projects, and further

explore the application and development trend of smart

contract.

5.1.1 Research on relevant application in the world

Blockchain is changing the application scenarios and

operation rules of many industries with its unique con-

structing mechanism of trust along with the evolution of it

from 1.0 to 3.0 era, which is one of the indispensable

technologies for the future development of digital economy

and the construction of new trust-system. Foreign giants

such as Google, Microsoft, JPMorgan Chase, Facebook,

Amazon and IBM have started to study blockchain tech-

nology, and launched technical solutions and applications

[79]. Moreover, international open-source organizations

such as Ethereum foundation and Hyperledger community

vigorously promote the innovative development of block-

chain technology, which will effectively promote the iter-

ative development of it. Ecosystem of blockchain covers

all aspects of the global economy and society, which

blockchain technology has seen an explosive development,

and has carried out a series of applications in the fields,

such as financial services, supply chain management,

intelligent manufacturing, social welfare and health care

[80, 81].

Up till now, besides 22 national governments and 73

international organizations have paid public attention to the

development of blockchain platform software, there are

289,200 global start-up projects and 9635 patents have

been published, in which America (29%) and China (18%)

are considered to the most advanced in the development of

global blockchain technology. Besides, typical of foreign

companies including IBM, Alibaba, Oracle, Mastercard,

Microsoft, Amazon, Cosmos, IOTA, EOS, Ripple, Stellar

and MOAC. The main international blockchain smart

contract projects now are shown in Table 7.

The application advantages of each blockchain smart

contract project are as follows:

1. Ethereum project has the characteristics of decen-

tralization and high efficiency of contract formula-

tion. It does not rely on the participation of third-

party authoritative institutions or central institutions.

It can complete the transaction only through smart

contracts, greatly reducing the intermediate links of

protocol formulation, improving the efficiency of

protocol formulation, and is widely used in many

professional fields.

2. The design principle of Hyperledger Project is to

develop a globally deployable, scalable and powerful

blockchain platform that is focusing on privacy and

future auditability. Hyperledger Fabric is an excel-

lent representative of Hyperledger project. Fabric

uses Docker technology to package smart contracts

called chaincodes and it can run the components of

smart contracts in isolation from other processes.

Additionally, it has the characteristics of complex

computing, pluggable modules (for enterprise cus-

tomization and expansion) and high recognition of

enterprise consortium blockchain.

3. EOSIO architecture provides the account, authenti-

cation, database and asynchronous communication,

as well as application scheduling across multiple

CPU cores or clusters, which aiming at achieving the

vertical and horizontal expansion of DApp. More-

over, EOS smart contract has the advantages of no

service charge, high throughput, better scalability

potential and high performance. And EOSIO has the

function of asynchronous parallel execution of smart

contract, which can be better applied to projects with

large amount of data and easy network congestion.

4. Polkadot project consists of many Parachains with

potential differentiation characteristics. Furthermore,

Table 7 (continued)

Project

name

Research team Brief introduction

LiquidApps Liquidapps Team 1. EOS Network expansion solution

2. Build DApp Network and externalize CPU and RAM from EOS blockchain to reduce the difficulty

and cost of development

3. Based on EOSIO side chain, its smart contract can access data without trust in a personalized way

AnnChain AnnChain Team 1. One of the two open-source community projects of DApp Ledger of MIIT

2. Support ‘‘EVM ? JVM’’ smart contract execution mode

3. two sub-projects: Annchain.Genesis and Annchain.OG

4. Solve the balance of scalability, decentralization and security
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the smart contract platform in Polkadot ecology is

mainly based on WASM virtual machine, and using

ink, an embedded domain specific language based on

Rust language, which can promote the development

of real cross chain interoperability.

5. As an ecological project of Polkadot, ChainX is the

parachains and cross-chain asset gateway of Polka-

dot, and is gradually evolving into the secondary

relay chain of Polkadot. Currently, ChainX has

released the world’s first smart contract platform of

Bitcoin. Being a new starting point, ChainX 2.0

updates all codes to Substrate 2.0, and improves

performance through the consensus upgrade, on-

chain governance, off-chain workers, multi signature

and other optimization methods. In the future, it can

truly achieve the application development of Bitcoin

cross-chain smart contract.

6. Certik a distributed application project that uses

mathematical methods (formal proof) to check the

vulnerability of smart contracts, and it has three

advantages as follows: firstly, it has a mature formal

verification framework and a complete theoretical

basis; secondly, the complex smart contract can be

subdivided into different modules for distributed

verification based on smart tag and hierarchical

decomposition technology, which greatly improves

the flexibility and efficiency of security verification

and has high scalability; thirdly, it is to complete

contract verification automatically through the ver-

ification engine and audit algorithm, which has a

high degree of automation. Furthermore, Certik

AutoScan Engine (case), the first generation of

high-performance automatic detection engine for

smart contracts, has been released at present, which

further promotes the development of smart contracts

security.

7. pLIBRA is a Web3 foundation project (Grant Plan).

It is developed based on the framework of Substrate,

and the main highlight is the smart privacy contract

that connects Libra blockchain to Polkadot for cross-

chain interaction, which can realize the security of

cross-chain interaction and sharing of smart contract.

As a representative application of Phala.Network,

pLIBRA is a confidential smart contract platform

based on Trusted Computing Technology (TEE), and

its goal is to provide enterprises and users with the

infrastructure of confidential computing and data

protection.

8. ANTCHAIN has the world’s first commercially

available on-chain privacy protection technology.

Its core technology includes data encryption trans-

mission protocol, data encryption storage protocol,

remote authentication and key agreement protocol

and a smart contract engine based on TEE. The

platform provides a stable, efficient and secure

execution environment of Turing-complete smart

contract. At present, a customized hardware proces-

sor, ANTCHAIN All-in-one Machine, has been

developed for blockchain smart contract.

9. The biggest feature of the Matic project is Matic

Network. Matic Network is the only blockchain

project supported and incubated by Coinbase and

Binance. It carries out off-chain transactions and

smart contract expansion through the side chain, in

which the solution of smart contract expansion is

realized by using the side chain supported by the

security of Plasma framework, and without high

transaction costs. Besides, Matic adopts a truly

decentralized mechanism, and uses its own technol-

ogy and highly autonomous ecology to create a

Layer2 solution to adapt to the upgrade of Ethereum.

10. The technical definition of RSK is a side chain of

bitcoin, which uses to continue the ecology of

bitcoin. RVM, the virtual machine of RSK, has

Turing completeness of smart contract, which is

highly compatible with Ethereum’s EVM, so that

Ethereum DApp can seamlessly switch to the smart

contract platform of RSK. Moreover, RSK using the

double token mechanism of RIF and RBTC to pay

the service charge can make the deployment cost of

smart contract lower and the efficiency higher. And

the operating system RIF OS developed by RIF

laboratory can better meet the needs of the future

development of Bitcoin ecology.

11. XuperChain is a high-performance, high concurrency

blockchain 3.0 solution independently developed by

Baidu. It has four core technologies: in-chain parallel

technology, pluggable consensus mechanism, the

permission system of account and integrated smart

contract. Among them, in the aspect of smart

contract, XuperModel, the original data model, is

used to maximize the contract parallel execution

ability, from this can support contract resource audit

and shield the operating system interface to ensure

security. At the same time, it can extend the multi

development language of contracts and the access

ability of resources on the chain to achieve scalabil-

ity, and has the isolation property that different

contract calls do not affect each other.

12. Liquidapps is committed to developing a side chain

(DApp Network) based on EOSIO. Its R & D

achievements such as LiquidAccounts Service, Liq-

uidOracles and Zeus development kit can make the

development of smart contract and DApp more

simple and low cost, with the characteristics of easy

use and strong scalability. Additionally, vRAM, the
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proposed storage solution by Liquidapps, has the

advantages of low storage cost, large storage capac-

ity and offline processing with chain integrity, so as

to promote the large-scale development and imple-

mentation of DApp.

13. AnnChain is a new consortium blockchain based on

PBFT algorithm, which innovatively provides a more

complete smart contract, hybrid consensus and

encrypted computing system, and further improves

the privacy protection and computing capability of

the new generation of public blockchain by the

original encrypted computing layer. Moreover, its

smart contract has the advantages of strong enforce-

ability, fast execution speed and built-in storage

model. And data security is improved through the

combination of ‘‘Oracle-Business Preprocessor-

Smart Contract Processor’’ and hardware solutions

such as SGX, which is suitable for application

scenarios with high security requirements and high-

frequency financial trading.

5.1.2 Application status and development trend
of blockchain smart contract

The reason why blockchain can subvert the tradition lies in

the three characteristics of data tamper proof and trace-

ability, collective data maintenance and multi centralized

decision-making formed by the integration of the five

elements that are two structures, two algorithms and one

contract, as well as the five full genes of that are full air-

space, full process, full scene, full analysis and full value

[82–84]. The application of blockchain can be divided into

two categories based on the above characteristics: one is

the extension of digital currency application, collectively

referred to as Digital Assets; the other is in the real econ-

omy, government, medical, financial, agricultural, supply-

chain and other fields. However, there are still pain points

in the application process as an emerging technology.

Nowadays, there are still three problems in the application

research of blockchain smart contract as follows:

1. Ternary Paradox: the balance of scalability, distribu-

tion and security;

2. Safety Supervision: blockchain projects are not only

blooming everywhere but good and bad are intermin-

gled, which brings about the supervision is difficult;

3. Consensus Cost: the consensus mechanism of tradition

frequently shows that if the cost does not go up, the

efficiency will decline.

At present, there are some problems in the research of

blockchain in China.

It is not easy to obtain consensus on the chain at this

stage due to the greater the degree of freedom, the higher

the cost of consensus [85, 86]. Nevertheless, with the

strong support of the government and the unremitting

efforts of the international blockchain research team,

blockchain technology has developed rapidly. Industry

giants have developed valuable blockchain technologies,

and committed to solve the existing problems of block-

chain, which injected fresh blood into the development of

global blockchain.

As a kind of distributed-data technology of value

Internet, blockchain has flourished from the bottom and

became a new generation of information technology highly

valued by governments all over the world. Blockchain

technology needs to get rid of the identity of just a kind of

distributed-accounting technology, and not only fully

integrate with emerging information technologies such as

big data, IoT and artificial intelligence, but also constantly

penetrates into application scenarios of various industries,

so as to promote application innovation under the inte-

gration of blockchain and new technologies [87]. In terms

of innovation and application, it can attach importance to

research and development from four aspects as following:

1. To promote the governance innovation of smart

society;

2. To promote the development of industrial Internet and

intelligent manufacturing;

3. To promote the transformation of the energy utilization

and the energy industry;

4. Facilitating to build a new engine for the development

of the financial industry.

Ecological construction of global blockchain ecology is

still in the stages of development, but as the key devel-

opment strategies of various countries, the research value

of it is immeasurable. International organizations continue

to promote the creation of blockchain ecology. The open-

source projects of blockchain represented by Bitcoin,

Ethereum and EOS have been continuously promoted,

making the industrial ecology of blockchain maturation

[88]. The Hyperledger Project initiated by the Linux

foundation has become a key representative of the block-

chain industry ecology. According to the current situation,

the future development trend of blockchain-smart contract

can be divided into five aspects:

1. Pragmatic governance model. Namely, develop more

models and methods of governance to ensure security

and controllability of blockchain markets;

2. Improve the high degree of interconnection between

different chains, meanwhile, the interoperability

between chains needs to realize on the premise of

ensuring security;
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3. Adjacent technology is closely combined with block-

chain to create greater advantages. In other words,

integrate emerging technologies (such as IoT) with

blockchain to improve the closeness of blockchain

application scenarios;

4. Use verification tools to crack down on fraudulent data

sources. This needs to confirm the fraudulent data and

ensure that the data got or sent on the Internet will not

be obtained or tampered maliciously;

5. Continuously explore and improve the digital currency

ecosystem to achieve the new development of central

banks in the field of digital currency.

The innovative development and wide application of

blockchain technology had become an important core of

the transformation of social life and the production mode to

digital. Whether blockchain can get higher development

depends on three factors: cognition, technology and policy.

Today, the application of blockchain technology has

extended to fields [89, 90], such as epidemic-control,

intelligent health care, digital finance, energy blockchain,

IoT, intelligent manufacturing, supply chain management,

digital asset trading and others. Certainly, the implemen-

tation of the main functions of blockchain, such as dis-

tributed shared-ledger, cryptographic algorithm, the

consensus mechanism, incentive-layer, contract-layer,

data-layer, network-layer, as well as traceability, prov-

ability, persistence and authoritative guarantee, is also the

key technology and challenge [91, 92].

5.2 Blockchain oracle

As a closed system environment with deterministic,

blockchain is separated from the real world [93]. The

blockchain can only obtain the data in the chain but not out

of the chain, which the main reason is that smart contract

can only passively accept but cannot actively obtain the

data out of the chain. In addition, it is mostly used for the

transaction processing of digital assets when blockchain is

applied to finance, and the required data comes from within

the chain. However, non-financial applications such as

supply-chain and IoT need to obtain off-chain data (that is,

the data of the real world) when carrying out, and smart

contracts do not support external requests. Therefore,

Blockchain Oracle [94] came into being. Blockchain Ora-

cle is the link of data exchange between blockchain and the

real world, and essentially is the interface and the only way

for smart contract to interact with the external world [95].

Being an off-chain component, Blockchain Oracle trans-

mits the off-chain data as the trigger condition of smart

contract to the blockchain through a specific communica-

tion channel (such as platform or sensor), which providing

data services for smart contract and making it can respond

to the real world that with uncertainty.

The operative mechanism of Blockchain Oracle is

shown in Fig. 15. In order to ensure the determinacy of the

blockchain, smart contract usually can only access the data

previously stored on the blockchain, but cannot use

Blockchain

User Smart Contract Oracle Smart Contract

Send Request

Receive Request 
And Return Data

Oracle Mechanism

Oracle 1

Oracle 4

Oracle 3

Oracle 2

Consensus

Oracle 

Distributed Oracle

Single Oracle

Off-Chain Data Source

External 
API

Send the Final 
Result of Consensus 

Send Data Directly

Return Relevant Data

Web Services Physical Sensors

Fig. 15 Operation mechanism of Blockchain Oracle
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external data. Therefore, Oracle is needed as an off-chain

data transmission tool to achieve data interaction when

blockchain is applied in the real world [96]. On the

blockchain, the user smart contract sends the request to the

Oracle smart contract, and the Oracle smart contract with

the function of automation runs the corresponding Oracle

mechanism according to the request in order to interact

with the external API. Furthermore, the external system

can directly transfer data with the blockchain if a single

Oracle mechanism is running, but if running multiple dis-

tributed Oracle mechanisms, it is needed to use the con-

sensus agreement to reach the final outcomes, and transfer

the final outcomes to external API to achieve the interac-

tion of distributed data. Once the automated Blockchain

Oracle is successfully deployed, it will communicate with

the off-chain data source to collect the required data, and

the requester will be able to see the data when executing

the user smart contract. Blockchain generally needs the

assistance of Oracle in the implementation of practical

applications, such as supply-chain and Internet of things,

therefore, the off-chain data sources are mainly web servers

and physical sensors.

Blockchain Oracle is a bridge for data interaction

between blockchain and the real world, and all DApps that

need off-chain data interaction require applying Oracle

[97]. At present, smart contract is developing connectivity

under the chain, and Blockchain Oracle as the core tech-

nology lays a solid foundation for the next generation of

smart contract [98]. However, there are few research pro-

jects in the blockchain Oracle field, and the solutions of

each project are different. The current mainstream Block-

chain Oracle projects are shown in Table 8.

The analysis of typical Oracle projects in Table 8 is as

follows:

1. ChainLink is the first decentralized Oracle solution in

Ethereum, as well as the only decentralized Oracle

network with high reliability that is online in the main

network. Its advantages include decentralized Oracle

and data source, multiple data aggregation methods

(data source, node operator and Oracle network

aggregation), TEE (privacy computing and offline

computing), the reputation system, Reward-Punish-

ment mechanism and the threshold signature. How-

ever, there are some shortcomings, such as high cost of

chain aggregation, poor expansibility and easy central-

ization of reputations based system.

2. DOS Network, an extensible Layer-2 protocol, is

mainly used to solve the consistency of data feedback

and delivery from the chain to the smart contract, and

help the smart contract to perform the tasks of large-

scale throughput computing that cannot be carried out

on the chain. It has two advantages: one is that not only

ensures the security of the network in logic-design, but

also uses the means of economic incentives to restrict

the malicious nodes; another is to improve the

efficiency by dividing the node group into the engine

group of random number and the working group. But

there is a problem that high cost of computation when

the amount of computation is large due to the use of

Threshold Cryptography scheme.

3. Provable is a centralized Oracle with authenticity

proof, that is to prove that the data obtained from the

original data source is true and not tampered with. Its

advantage is that the data provider can be compatible

with the blockchain protocol without modifying its

service, and smart contract can directly access the data

from the website or API, which has the characteristics

of cost-effective, good user experience and high

timeliness. Nonetheless, there are some shortcomings

such as whether the verifier is credible, SPOF (single

point of failure) and poor scalability.

4. Band Protocol is an Oracle platform of cross-chain data

that aggregates factual data and connects it to smart

Table 8 The mainstream projects of Blockchain Oracle

Project

name

Compatible platform Oracle

mechanism types

Consensus Key technologies

ChainLink Ethereum, Bitcoin, Hyperledger

Fabric, etc

Decentralization Threshold

signatures

Reputation Contract, Order Matching Contract and

Aggregation Model

DOS

Network

Ethereum, EOS, TRON,

ThunderCore, etc

Decentralization Voting Verifiable Random Function and Threshold

Cryptography

Provable/

Oraclize

Ethereum, Hyperledger Fabric, EOS,

R3 Corda, etc

Centralization N/A TLS-Notary Proof, Qualcomm TEE and Intel SGX

Band

Protocol

Ethereum and Cosmos Decentralization Threshold

Signatures

Economic Game Mechanism and Multi Currency

Design

OracleChain EOS Decentralization PoRD PoRD (Poof-of-Reputation & Deposit) and OCT

Token Mechanism
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contracts. It is specifically defined as the middleware

protocol of Layer-2, which is dedicated to provide a

decentralized Oracle with faster contract-calls, cheaper

service-charge, easier integration and scalability for the

blockchain. And its advantage is to ensure the gener-

ation of reliable, accurate and secure data sources

through the unique multi token model and equity

pledge mechanism. However, Band Protocol still has a

lot of room for development as Web3 is still in its early

stage.

5. Oraclechain is the first decentralized Oracle solution on

EOS, providing a platform for efficient access to data

outside the chain in the EOS ecosystem. And its

advantage is that it adopts the self-developed PoRD

mechanism, which can not only realize the functions of

forecasting market applications such as Augur and

Gnosis, but also support the smart contract business

with higher frequency access requirements for off-

chain data. In addition, the service of random number

proposed by OracleChain effectively solves the prob-

lems of transparency and efficiency. But the system of

single reputation is prone to centralization.

Currently, the mainstream Oracle type is distributed

Oracle, which mainly adopts the following four methods to

solve problems that Confidence-and Security-Building

[99–101]:

1. Multiple Oracle nodes: multiple nodes need to perform

together the request processing of Oracle data in order

to prevent the trust problem of single node Oracle, but

requiring solving the problem of data inconsistency by

data aggregation method. Furthermore, common aggre-

gation algorithms include BFT consensus algorithm or

the threshold signature algorithm.

2. Submission-Disclosure mechanism: Data broadcast

between Oracle nodes will bring Free-loading problem,

which is a Oracle does not obtain data by accessing the

data source, but copies the responses of other Oracle.

The Free-loading problem can be solved through the

Submission-Disclosure mechanism. In addition, the

Oracle node submits data answers in two stages, which

the answers submitted are encrypted in the first stage,

and all the answers are decrypted only after receiving

enough Oracle answers.

3. Multiple data sources/trusted single data source: it is

difficult to solve the integrity of data source owing to

the unsafe data may give rise to Oracle to return an

error result Using multiple data sources to access data

can prevent the evils of a few data sources to a certain

extent, but this approach is not universal because not

every piece of data has multiple external data sources.

4. Benefit distribution: decentralized Oracle needs to

design a set of incentive mechanism to reward and

punish Oracle nodes. In the problem of Free-loading,

once the node is found to have Free-loading behavior

in the Submission-Disclosure stage, it is necessary to

deduct its pledged deposit according to a certain

proportion.

The next generation of smart contracts will contain two

equally important modules with different functions,

namely, on-chain and off-chain modules. The on-chain

module refers to the blockchain, which has the character-

istics of high reliability and decentralization, and can

handle legal disputes, payment on the chain and other

transactions that need to be highly transparent. The off-

chain module can be implemented through Blockchain

Oracle, and developers can use Oracle network to complete

various off-chain tasks, which includes two-way data

transmission between the on-chain contract and external

system, and configuration of computing capability based on

the specific requirements of both parties. Thus it can be

seen that Blockchain Oracle provides many key solutions

for developers and promotes the development of the next

generation of smart contracts. For all that, Blockchain

Oracle still needs to pay attention to the following three

factors in practical application:

1. Integrity. It ensures the transmission of information to

complete, accuracy and credibility, and has not been

maliciously damaged or tampered with. Furthermore,

integrity, it is mainly guaranteed through multiple data

sources, multiple Oracle, the reputation system, trusted

execution environment and the authenticity proof.

2. Confidentiality. It refers to the content of requests from

smart contract to Oracle that will not be disclosed.

Moreover, for confidentiality, the Oracle node uses the

public key to encrypt the content of requests, as well as

restricts the information flow of Oracle, and only

decrypts when querying the information source.

3. Availability. It refers to the ability to get the required

information in time when accessing data through

Oracle, and includes achieving the function of censor-

ship resistance. Furthermore, decentralized Oracle can

effectively resolve the problem of availability.

With the continuous development of blockchain practical

application, the demand for off-chain data is growing, and

the importance of Oracle is becoming more and more

prominent. In order to ensure availability, Blockchain

Oracle not only helps developers solve the issues of

interoperability, trust and scalability, but also requires

solving the problems of private data security and anti-

hacker attack. In addition, being an important infrastructure

of blockchain, whether Blockchain Oracle can indeed and

comprehensively develop depends on the demand and

payment ability of the contract on the chain for the off-
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chain data [101]. In the long haul, Oracle will be the

integrator of all kinds of data, information, credit and assets

in the real world. Moreover, the correctness of data, the

decentralization of technology implementation and the

intellectualization of module script that Oracle offers will

have a significant impact on the connection between the

future blockchain world and the real world. Therefore,

Oracle Technology still needs to be continuously devel-

oped and improved.

5.3 Application status

Blockchain smart contract has broad application area, as

shown in Fig. 16. According to Fig. 16, this Section will

take Ethereum and Hyperledger Fabric development plat-

forms as examples to introduce the relevant application of

blockchain smart contract in the fields of financial trans-

actions, IoT, medical application and supply-chain. In

addition, we also discuss the fields current application and

problems existing of EOS in the development stage, and

further discuss the applications of blockchain smart con-

tracts in Blockchain Oracle and other fields.

5.3.1 Financial transactions

In recent years, blockchain technology has been the focus

of attention of central banks and financial institutions at

home and abroad, and smart contract is the most important

feature of blockchain applications. Therefore, smart con-

tract can be used to solve fair trading or securities problems

in the financial field.

In the Ethereum platform, aiming at the problem that the

centralized TTP may leak the contract content, Zhang et al.

[46] proposed a fair contract signing scheme for both

parties based on Ethereum smart contract. In the process of

contract signing, automatic smart contract is used instead

of the original TTP agreement, which ensures the fairness

of signing to a certain extent, however, the signature ver-

ification process cannot be accomplished directly through

the smart contract. In order to address the problem that taxi

Financial 
Transaction 

Ethereum

Hyperledger 
Fabric

Fair contract signing scheme [48]

Security charging protocol [102]

Energy security exchange [103]

Payment automation of Fog-Node [104]

Privacy, invariance and auditability of data [105]

Framework of integrated project delivery [106]

Decentralized energy trading system [107]

Conceptual framework of E-bidding [108]

IoT

Ethereum

Hyperledger 
Fabric

On-demand insurance system [109]

Identity management framework [110]

Automatic gasoline purchase application [111]

Enhance the trust of users [112]

Resolve transaction overhead and latency 
issues [113]

Data exchange mechanism [114]

IoT access control system [116]

Decentralized authorization for restricted 
devices [115]

Medical 
Application

Hyperledger 
Fabric

Collection, synchronization and real-time access of 
medical data [117]

Handling safe drug supply chain records [118]Ethereum

Telemedicine health care system [120]

Protecting medical data privacy [121]

User privacy security in medical insurance [122]

Security analysis and management of medical 
sensors [119]

Application of 
Blockchain Smart 

Contract 

Supply 
Chain

Ethereum

Hyperledger 
Fabric

Traceability system of counterfeit drugs [126]

Traceability system of Food supply chain [128]

Information sharing of supply chain inventory [127]

Management plan of manufacturing industry [123]

Agricultural food supply and credit plan [125]

Medical material supply and waste management 
[124]

Blockchain 
Oracle

Cloud service quality monitoring model [138]

Extension of decentralized Oracle protocol [141]

Application of IoT based on Intel SGX [140]

Protection of vehicle group perception data [139]

OthersFair big data exchange scheme [144]

Role based access control [145]

Digital Archives [143]

Privacy protection in consortium blockchain [142]

Data sharing incentive model [146]

EOS

The fairness of lottery transaction [129]

Intelligent logistics platform [130]

EOSIO data acquisition framework [131]

Role based Extensible Access Control [132]

EOSIO smart contract vulnerability detection [133]

IoT expert system for smart city [137]

Incentive mechanism [136]

Access control framework in Cloud [135]

Personal data security sharing scheme [134]

Fig. 16 Overview of research on blockchain-based smart contract
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charging is completed by a third party bring about the

disputes between drivers and passengers, Zhang et al. [102]

proposed a secure-charging protocol for service of agent

driving based on blockchain smart contract, which the

protocol eliminates the existence of online third party

through a publicly verifiable smart contract on both sides’

blockchain, thus ensuring the fairness and transparency of

the charging process, but this agreement only applies to the

‘‘one-to-one’’ situation. To overcome the problem that the

charging displayed by the charging system of electric

vehicles may be different from the actual charging power,

as well as the potential security and privacy problems

caused by the unreliable and opaque energy market, Sheikh

et al. [103] implemented the consensus algorithm of energy

security exchange to process transactions on smart con-

tracts, but higher handling charges, and the scalability

needs to be improved. The reason that public fog-node

lacked the necessary visibility, transparency and trust is its

services usually use manual payment, Debe et al. [104] use

smart contracts to realize payment automation, so that fog

node providers can monitor and measure their services and

equipment to automatically pay bills, but the scalability is

poor.

In Hyperledger Fabric smart contract, Hui et al. [105]

proposed an extended framework of fabric in order to

ensure the privacy and invariance of data in transactions

and realize auditable function, which uses smart contract to

realize auditable and privacy protection function, but the

cost of its realization is throughput reducing 3–32% and

delay increasing less than 10%. For the sake of ensuring

automation, traceability and controllability of contracted

construction project transactions, Faris et al. [106] devel-

oped a framework for blockchain integrated project deliv-

ery, which uses smart contract to achieve automatic

reimbursement of expenses and implementation costs

saving. However, there are some problems such as the

single function of smart contract, poor practicability of

framework and trust. In order to address the problems of

high maintenance cost, easily tampered data and low

security in the traditional centralized energy trading sys-

tem, Zhou et al. [107] designed a decentralized energy

trading system based on the consortium blockchain, which

uses the collaborative architecture on and off the chain and

smart contract to realize distributed trading, but lacks

quantitative analysis, and the privacy ability of system still

needs to be improved. Mustafa et al. [108] proposed a

conceptual framework of electronic bidding based on

blockchain smart contract, which uses the characteristics of

blockchain to ensure transparency and fairness in the pro-

cess of electronic bidding, however, there are some prob-

lems such as lack of the measures of privacy protection and

the practicability analysis.

In the field of financial transactions, Ethereum has more

obvious advantages in the public blockchain. In the public

blockchain, besides being able to achieve procedural

secured transactions and financial contracts, the synergy

advantage enables the contracts in Ethereum to meet dif-

ferent functions, which each application built on Ethereum

can theoretically use the functions provided by other

applications. Furthermore, Hyperledger Fabric is more

suitable for dealing with transactions on the consortium

blockchain. Since the release of the formal version, Fabric

has been favored by a lot of financial institutions, which

many banks, including state-owned banks, use fabric to

build the consortium blockchain and realize business

innovation based on blockchain. Both platforms have their

own merits, but the key is to address the problems of pri-

vacy protection and scalability.

5.3.2 Internet of Things

At present, the Internet of things (IoT) contains billions of

nodes sharing data through the Internet. Through the

application of the integration of Internet of things, block-

chain and smart contract technology, smart contracts can

be used to to create an economic application with serving

the market, decentralized and shared, between devices, and

take into account the privacy and the value of digital assets,

thus to promote the sharing of services and resources.

Based on the Ethereum development platform, in order

to solve the problems of untimely processing in the process

of automobile insurance processing, Lamberti et al. [109]

proposed a system to realize on-demand insurance using

smart contract and sensor data. Sensors can be used to

detect the degree of damage, and smart contract can be

used to automatically trigger compensation, but the cus-

tomer’s privacy takes the risk of being disclosed. Aiming at

the problem of identity management in the IoT, Omar et al.

[110] proposed an identity management framework for the

IoT based on semi decentralized blockchain, which uses

smart contracts to implement the processes and rules of the

interaction between control devices, but the delay in

transaction processing will cause certain restrictions of

management. Many applications in the IoT rely on the

machine to machine communication, but machine to

machine applications faced three challenges that is trans-

parency, lifetime and trust, to meet this challenge, Levis

et al. [111] studied the possibility and limitations of using

smart contracts for the machine to machine communication

by designing, implementing and evaluating AGasP, the

automatic purchasing gasoline application, which proved

that the use of smart contracts can improve the trans-

parency and prolong the lifetime, and allow applications to

minimize the demand for trusted third-parties, nonetheless,

owing to the transaction throughput of smart contract is
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lower, which limits the types of applications that can be

supported. Kouzinopoulos et al. [112] introduced an

application in the form of protocol to enhance the trust of

users in the IoT environment of GHOST project, which

uses the architecture of front end combining with rear end

to ensure the data integrity in the distributed decision-

making process by interacting with a group of smart con-

tracts deployed on the private Ethereum network, so as to

promote the trust of users, but the security needs to be

strengthened.

Based on the Hyperledger Fabric development platform,

Jawad et al. [113] proposed a blockchain based IoT

architecture to address the problem of increased overhead

and data delay when business continuity is applied to the

IoT, which introduces an execution sequence technology

for transactions to separate the execution of transactions

from consistency, thus improving efficiency, but does not

consider the issue of privacy and security. For constructing

an efficient, safe and reliable data exchange mechanism

between the independent smart toy data platform and other

IoT systems, Yang et al. [114] used smart contract to solve

the problem of automatic maintenance of tamper proof,

reliable and distributed ledger under the premise of mutual

distrust among participants, but with lower scalability. In

order to provide decentralized authorization for restricted

IOT devices, Vasilios et al. [115] proposed an application

model based on the combination of smart contract and

interleaving apparatus mechanism, but it has the problems

of higher execution cost and lower throughput. To address

the problems of single point of failure and data tampering

in the methods of traditional access control in the IoT

environment, Zhang et al. [116] designed Internet of things

access control system based on smart contract, which made

the system more flexible on the basis of address this

problem, but the privacy of access control strategy still

needs to be enhanced.

The emergence of blockchain smart contract provides a

choice for IoT application development needs reliability,

scalability and persistence to succeed. Therefore, the

application of blockchain in the IoT has a bright future, and

the application of IoT will achieve the goal of 20%

development using blockchain technology. However,

whether the application is implemented on Ethereum or

Hyperledger Fabric platform, there will still be some

scalability issues and privacy security issues in addition to

the stability of the system, and even the cost of executing

the smart contract will become a problem to be considered.

Consequently, it is necessary to solve the basic problems of

life, security and realization on the premise of achieving

this goal, to ensure that the ‘‘20% development’’ is suc-

cessful, efficient and safe.

5.3.3 Medical application

The development of medical technology highly depends on

the sharing of medical data such as historical cases and

clinical trials Because medical data inevitably contains a

large number of personal privacy data, its access and

sharing have been strictly limited. In addition, it is also

difficult for patients to control the access rights of their

own medical data, which leads to the difficulty in ensuring

their privacy. To remove this hidden danger, medical

workers need to spend a lot of time and energy to submit

applications to relevant departments for the review of

permission, and complete data verification before data use

to ensure reliability, which will lead to inefficient work,

and there are risks of medical data tampering, leakage and

unsafe data transmission.

In Hyperledger Fabric, it is troublesome to collect due to

the dispersity of medical data, and also difficult to syn-

chronize and access these data in real time, to overcome

this trouble, Zghaibeh et al. [117] put forward a multi-layer

addressing scheme based on a private multi-layer block-

chain, which to initiate various requests by using smart

contract, and all users in the system can access the health-

related data stored in the distributed database, but lack the

ability to verify the integrity of the data. For the problem of

drug supply security caused by the adulteration of coun-

terfeit drugs into the genuine supply chain, Faisal et al.

[118] used Fabric structure based on blockchain technology

to process the secure drug supply chain records, thus to

realize the traceability of drugs, but the privacy of patients’

electronic health records has the problem of leakage.

In Ethereum, for the security issues of data transaction

transmission and logging in IoT devices and other remote

patient monitoring systems, Griggs et al. [119] use the

smart contract based on blockchain to promote the security

analysis and management of medical sensors, which to

analyze medical sensors in real time and record transaction

metadata, but the delay may increase the response time,

thus the system cannot be used for emergency response. In

order to address the security problem of information gen-

erated by individuals and devices in the medical system,

Hoai et al. [120] proposed a telemedicine system based on

blockchain smart contract, which uses smart contract to

record data and writes the abnormal data of sensors to the

blockchain immediately, meanwhile, triggers the emer-

gency contact between doctors and hospitals for timely

treatment, however, the stability of the system in large-

scale environment still needs to be strengthened. Aiming at

the problems such as cumbersome authorization process of

the medical record, lower record sharing efficiency and

difficult identity verification in the current medical system,

Xu et al. [121] proposed a scheme that based on the tam-

per-resistant of blockchain technology and combined with
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asymmetric encryption technology, which the advantages

of smart contract and blockchain distributed storage can be

used to ensure the privacy and security of user’s medical

information. In the process of dealing with medical insur-

ance, it is often pay attention to protecting the user’s pri-

vacy data but ignore the data security problems when

patients interact with other roles, such as insurance com-

panies can view the user’s privacy. For this reason, Xu

et al. [122] combined homomorphic encryption technology

with smart contract, to ensure that any sensitive data of

patients will not be disclosed to unauthorized users in the

interaction process, so as to strengthen the privacy pro-

tection of user data, but the excessive number of deployed

smart contracts will cause the performance to degrade, and

it doesn’t guarantee whether the secure interaction can be

carried out in malicious mode.

In the field of medical applications, blockchain smart

contract is mainly used to address the privacy security of

patients’ medical records and data traceability, which also

has the certain application value in medical insurance and

drug supply chain. However, since the tremendous and

complex medical data, it must measure between improving

efficiency and reducing cost in order to maximize the

advantages of blockchain smart contract based on solving

the problems of privacy and security.

5.3.4 Supply chain

All data in the supply chain can be seen in real time

through smart contract. Furthermore, taking advantage of

the decentralized, tamper proof and traceability of block-

chain, promotes inventory tracking at the granularity level,

ensures the security and reliability of all information in the

supply chain, and reduces the risk of theft and fraud.

In Ethereum, for solving the trouble of product infor-

mation traceability in cross-border business of manufac-

turing industry, Xu et al. [123] proposed a smart

management scheme of manufacturing supply-chain based

on Ethereum blockchain, which uses smart contract to

realize process management and the cross-chain architec-

ture, and ensuring the compatibility, scalability and secu-

rity of the system, but the throughput is low and the system

performance needs to be further strengthened. For the

medical treatment of COVID-19, there are problems such

as inefficient, single point failure and traceability in the

existing system for the treatment of forward supply chain

of COVID-19 medical equipment and the waste generated

by medical equipment, to solve these problems, AHMAD

et al. [124] designed and implemented the COVID-19

medical equipment supply chain based on Ethereum and

IPFS (interplanetary file system) and the data traceability

of waste disposal, as well as to realize automatic man-

agement by using intelligent contracts, however, the

confidentiality of data and the scalability of system require

being promoted. Nirav et al. [125] proposed an agricultural

food supply chain system (KRanTi) based on blockchain

and the 5G network, in which uses smart contract to realize

automatic credit payment system that is used to control the

data flow of each role in the supply chain and manage order

transactions, so as to ensure the traceability of farmers’

financing data and product information, but the overall cost

is higher.

In Hyperledger Fabric, for the lack of detection and

supervision of counterfeit drugs in the drug supply chain,

and the information asymmetry between investors and drug

manufacturers in drug research and development, Mueen

[126] proposed a Fabric based drug traceability system

(Medledger), which uses chaincode to achieve the drug

registration, automatically deploy the consignment contract

and update drug and contract information, but need to solve

the issue of data privacy, security and scalability. In order

to promote information sharing among supply chain

inventory management, Tobias et al. [127] proposed a

decentralized information sharing model based on Fabric,

which uses chaincode to manage the transaction process

and realize the management of complex multi access

rights, furthermore, it can ensure the implementation of

privacy policy in the process of information sharing, but it

is not suitable for large-scale applications owing to the

performance benchmark is low, and has poor scalability.

Aiming at the matter that the information stored in the

existing food supply-chain only comes from a single

organization, Gao et al. [128] developed a food supply

chain traceability system (FSCTS) for multi enterprise

transaction based on Fabric, which uses smart contract to

manage the quality information of food, multi enterprise

food transaction and food data flow, but the performance of

server will become the bottleneck of system throughput

growth.

Blockchain smart contract is mainly used to solve the

issues of data transparency, information traceability and

supervision in the supply chain, which can simplify the

transaction process in the fields of practical application

such as IoT, products supply, manufacturing and medical

drugs. The application of blockchain smart contract in the

supply chain can improve the transparency and accuracy of

the system, which reduces cost and improve efficiency.

However, it is easy to reduce the performance of system

and the effect of privacy protection as the multi-level

supply chain and complex multi-management elements.

Besides, it is much necessary from the real-world data

sources if intend to truly realize the whole process trace-

ability of goods. Consequently, blockchain smart contract

needs to be combined with Blockchain Oracle to realize the

practical application in the supply chain.
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5.3.5 Application of EOS

Although yet to mature, EOS technology has been applied

in different fields for its advantages of no commission and

high performance. Currently, the decentralized application

of EOS has been implemented in the fields such as

e-commerce, education, financial technology and market,

among which the representative applications are

EOXCommerce, Scatter, EOSfinex and Carmel. Besides,

some researchers in the EOS community also use EOS

technology to solve trading problems.

Based on the eosio platform, due to the high power of

the lottery center, the operators may collude with some

players, resulting in unfair lottery results, and the existing

work cannot guarantee that the winning numbers are real

and random, and lottery participants can not verify the

lottery results. In view of these problems, Li et al. [129]

used smart contracts to record transactions to ensure fair-

ness, but it has the problem of lottery buyers’ privacy

leakage. In view of the fact that the logistics industry

generally adopts the centralized architecture, which has

some security problems, such as low data privacy, low

degree of decentralization, low traceability and data for-

gery, Ren [130] designed and proposed a smart logistics

platform based on blockchain, which uses EOS as the

bottom layer blockchain technology to some sensitive data

in the logistics industry, such as transaction information,

vehicle information is stored in the job chain, to prevent

sensitive data from being tampered and forged, but there

are problems of high concurrency and low intelligence.

Aiming at the problem that EOSIO lacks tools for data

extraction and exploration, which makes the data analysis

and processing difficult, Zheng et al. [131] proposed

EOSIO data acquisition framework (XBlock EOS), which

uses smart contract to manage internal transactions that not

only provides comprehensive EOSIO data sets, but also

updates on a regular basis and quickly obtains data sets, but

does not provide the function of obtaining off-chain data,

as well as the characteristics of EOSIO data need to be

further improved. In view of the matters of large scale, high

cost and single point of failure existing in the security

framework that in existence, Mohsin [132] proposed a

scalable, flexible and auditable RBAC smart contract based

on EOSIO platform by taking advantage of the high

throughput and the strong capability of data processing of

EOS blockchain, which has the strong points of lightweight

and low cost, but the privacy of smart contract needs to be

further enhanced. To overcome the problem that the

attacker uses the internal vulnerability of EOSIO smart

contract to carry out malicious attacks, resulting in serious

economic losses to users, Huang et al. [133] proposed a

general black-box Fuzzer framework to detect vulnerabil-

ities in EOSIO smart contract and report it by testing

Oracle, which has high accuracy and scalability, never-

theless, it is still necessary to improve the efficiency of

vulnerability detection for complex smart contracts.

In addition, For the privacy security problem caused by

over reliance on cloud-service providers in data sharing

management platform, Gao et al. [134] proposed a block-

chain based personal data security sharing

scheme (BSSPD) by combining EOS, CP-ABE and IPFS,

which realized data management and sharing by using

smart contract, and maximized the decentralization of

scheme by using EOS and IPFS, however, the overhead of

computation is high in large-scale application. In order to

solve the trouble that sensitive data is easily tampered with

or leaked by hackers or cloud internal managers due to

centralized access control mechanism in cloud, Yang et al.

[135] put forward an access control framework for privacy

protection based on blockchain (AuthPrivacyChain), which

is based on EOS local test network and uses smart contract

to achieve the settings such as transaction, encryption and

access control permission, but the efficiency and perfor-

mance of system needing to be strengthened. To solve the

problem that the existing trading platform lacks the

reporting of threat intelligence information and the incen-

tive of trading process, Florian et al. [136] proposed a

completely decentralized CTI sharing model and a trading

platform based on EOS blockchain and IPFS DHT, which

uses smart contract to achieve the incentive mechanism and

the reporting function, but the performance does not reach

the expected effect owing to the EOS technology is not

mature enough, and private security needs to be increased.

Carreno [137] developed an IoT expert system for smart

city construction by using smart contract and neural net-

work based on EOSIO ecosystem, which the operation

rules of system are set through smart contract that the data

interaction between the system and sensors is realized, but

there are still some deviations in the realization of function.

As EOS technology is still in the development stage, the

relevant research data is less, and the current technology

has not achieved the expected effect. In addition, there are

two main problems in EOS technology as follows:

1. The first problem is the efficiency of EOS. It was

claimed that it could reach the throughput of one

million TPS before the launch of EOS, but in fact, EOS

has not achieved efficiency like that since it was

launched. Besides, the DApp game experience on EOS

is unideal cause users can obviously feel the phe-

nomenon of lag. This means that EOS, on the one

hand, has certain centralization, on the other hand, it

does not improve ETH’s experience. In this way,

people’s expectations of EOS have plummeted.

2. The other problem is centralization of EOS gover-

nance. The initial governance mechanism of EOS is as
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follows: firstly, the EOS convention was adopted by

referendum; secondly, the EOS master node is selected

by the whole people with one coin and one ballot;

lastly, the EOS transaction is voted by the master node,

which more than 2/3 can pass. Therefore, it is very

unlikely that the master node will attack the EOS node

with the attacker in accounting. However, the reason

that it forms a centralized governance mechanism is

because the EOS master node has common interests in

transaction. In other words, whether the EOS main

network can be started or not, and what kind of code

the EOS runs, are jointly determined by 21 main nodes.

Consequently, if the main node does not implement the

procedure in the case of universal approval, the

referendum will be meaningless. Thus it can be seen

that EOS transactions rely more on the decision of 21

master nodes, which is a weakness of DPOS consensus.

5.3.6 Blockchain Oracle

Blockchain Oracle is a rigid demand for blockchain prac-

tical applications. At present, many companies in the

blockchain industry have built Blockchain Oracle with

their own advantages. Aiming at the problems in traditional

centralized cloud alliance such as quality monitoring, blind

trust of SLA and quality of service monitoring, Mona et al.

[138] proposed a decentralized cloud alliance model based

on blockchain. Cloud requesters, providers and Oracle

interact on and off the chain through smart contracts, in

which Oracle acts as the agent of verification to monitor the

quality of service, and report to the smart contract agent

deployed on the blockchain, but the cost has not yet been

estimated, as well as the authenticity between Oracle still

needs to be enhanced. For the privacy problem caused by

the scene of crowd-perception of traditional vehicle, Zhang

et al. [139] proposed a vehicle crowd-perception data

aggregation and privacy protection scheme (PRVB) based

on Blockchain Oracle, in which the data of vehicle per-

ception is obtained through Oracle and sent to the block-

chain, furthermore, and the privacy protection of data

aggregation on the chain is realized by smart contract, but

the reliability of data needs to be improved.

Apart from the application research of the decentralized

platform, researchers also optimize and expand Oracle

itself. In view of the single point of failure caused by the

centralization of a single Oracle server in the application of

IoT based on blockchain, Sangyeon et al. [140] proposed a

distributed Oracle (DiOr-SGX) based on Intel SGX for

Ethereum, in which the smart contract can obtain the off-

chain data through Oracle, and Oracle obtains data from

external data sources through TLS communication and

sends the external data to the blockchain through the

reputation system, but it needs to reduce the number of

times that malicious nodes are selected as Leader Oracle.

For the sake of further develop the practical application of

blockchain, Keerthi et al. [141] proposed a new decen-

tralized Oracle protocol based on crowdsourcing the voting

mechanism, and on Ethereum and Web3 clients, Oracle

smart contract is used to implement management that

member, contract and Reward/ Penalty mechanism, while

on-chain smart contract is responsible for interacting with

external data sources through Oracle protocols, but the

performance of Oracle needs to be improved.

In the future, Blockchain Oracle will become the core

technology of Blockchain 3.0 and promote the develop-

ment of the next generation of smart contracts. And

Blockchain Oracle will become indispensable when

blockchain applications become mainstream. By using

Blockchain Oracle, smart contract can access more com-

prehensive data sources, and then expand the application

scope of it. In other words, the emergence of Oracle

accelerates the implementation of mainstream applications

based on blockchain smart contract technology.

5.3.7 Other applications of blockchain smart contract

In terms of privacy protection, in order to solve the prob-

lem of privacy protection in the alliance blockchain plat-

form, Cai Liang et al. [142] took data isolation as the main

idea and divided privacy protection into inter chain and

intra chain. Smart contract is mainly used in intra chain

privacy protection, exists in the form of privacy ledger, and

protects data privacy through the combination of hash

encryption and double signature technology. However, it is

only suitable for privacy protection of small amount of

data, and its performance is poor. There is a ubiquitous

phenomenon of data centralized storage in the existing

archives data management, as well as some problems such

as poor security and tamper resistance. For these problems,

Tan et al. [143] realized the identity authentication of

digital archives and the determination of archives owner-

ship through the combination of smart contract and digital

signature technology, and combined smart contract with

Interplanetary File System (IPFS) and other technologies to

achieve the goal that the protection, verification, recovery

and sharing of digital archives. However, there are some

deficiencies that the larger the block height interval of

public blockchain contract storage, the lower the degree of

protection and data recovery of consortium blockchain. In

the traditional transaction process, there is a lack of fair-

ness during arbitration for the subjectivity of the middle-

man, moreover, has privacy security issues, to overcome

these problems, Li et al. [144] proposed a fair scheme for

big-data exchange based on smart contract and oblivious

transfer protocol, among which smart contract is used to
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realize fair, autonomous and timing control of transaction,

but it is a difficult problem to select appropriate n and m in

m–n oblivious transmission.

Blockchain smart contract can also be used to address

the problems of access control and the incentive mecha-

nism. To effectively implement cross organization RBAC

(Role-based Access Control) mechanism in the computer

network, Cruz et al. [145] proposed a role-based smart

contract access control mechanism (RBAC-SC), which

publishes all relevant information of user role assignment

in the smart contract deployed on the blockchain, and uses

the Challenge-Response authentication protocol to verify

whether the user has relevant roles, but privacy protection

still needs to be enhanced, and has higher operation cost.

Aiming at the dynamic incentive mechanism of data

sharing for a large number of users in the process of data

sharing, Xuan et al. [146] put forward an incentive model

for data sharing based on evolutionary game theory, which

deployed it on the smart contract to maintain the level of

user participation by dynamically adjusting the incentive

and participation cost, but ignored the influence of the size

and quality of data that is shared by users.

6 Application of smart contract in industrial
internet

As an important cornerstone of the fourth industrial revo-

lution, Industrial Internet is the key to the deep integration

of the new generation of information and communication

technology and industrial economy, and provides a way to

implement for the construction and development of the

whole industrial chain and the whole value chain [147]. In

recent years, driven by new theories and technologies such

as mobile Internet, big data, cloud computing, artificial

intelligence and blockchain, the industrial Internet has

gradually shown new characteristics such as deep learning,

cross-border integration, man–machine collaboration,

opening crowdsensing and independent control, which is

making a great impact on economic development, social

progress, international politics. Moreover, it also has had a

significant and far-reaching impact on the economic pattern

and lifestyle [148–150]. Currently, the Industrial Internet

mainly takes the centralized network architecture as the

infrastructure, and there are problems such as SPOF (single

point of failure), high latency, low performance and pri-

vacy security threats [151], which further hinders the

transformation of industrial digitization, networking and

intelligence. The advantages of Industrial Internet are

steadily increasing, but it still faces the challenges shown

in Fig. 17.

The emergence of cloud computing and blockchain

technology provides a new solution to realize the high-

level, all-round and in-depth integration of information

technology and industrial system, and form a new indus-

trial ecology with comprehensive data, intelligent appli-

cation and high reliability [152–155]. Industrial Internet

mainly focuses on industrial cloud, and cloud technology

can meet key technical challenges and data management

challenges. Nevertheless, whether it is on the cloud of

equipment, the production process or operation, it puts

forward high requirements for the security environment.

Therefore, the key to the construction of Industrial Internet

is security. Only by ensuring security can we better solve

the problems of delay and efficiency. However, the intro-

duction of blockchain technology will help to solve the

security problems of applications. The ternary nature of

blockchain technology (scalability, distribution and secu-

rity) can solve the problems of transparency, traceability

and security. The integration of blockchain technology and

Industrial Internet is also a worthwhile research direction

[155].

Safety Problems
• Lack of industrial data security responsibility system
• Balance between efficiency and safety
• Security protection of intelligent device firmware
• Control security problems such as lax authorization 

and access controls, insufficient configuration 
maintenance, lax credential management and outdated 
encryption algorithm

• Network security problems such as lack of security 
mechanism in the Intranet, internal and external 
network boundaries are intricate and complicated,
physical attacks, data monitoring, message tampering,
information disclosures and SCA (side channel 
attacks)

• Data acquisition, the protocol conversion and edge 
computing are vulnerable to data tampering, data 
theft, terminal vulnerabilities and other attacks

• High difficulty in safety protection caused by the 
diversification of data types and protection 
requirements under different application scenarios

Key Technologies
• Construction of Industrial Internet Ecological Community
• Balance between high efficiency and low cost in industrial organization 

model
• Balance the differences of industrial production
• Integrated development of 5G technology and Industrial Internet
• Realize the stable integration of modern information technology, data 

monetization, customizable security capability and lightweight client
• Automation of various standard compatibility and protocol conversion 

technologies
• Ensure the orderly flow of industrial data between multi-source 

equipment and heterogeneous systems

Data Management
• The data volume of industrial increases by orders of magnitude, which has high requirements for 

data transmission speed, and it is more difficult to store, query and Real-Time Database 
management of big data

• Data governance and data quality, the two major problems that data utilization must confront
• Heterogeneous devices with multiple protocols and the dynamic change of data make data 

integration more difficult

Fig. 17 Challenges faced for Industrial Internet
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This Section will introduce the application potential of

blockchain smart contract in the fields of manufacturing

industry, food industry and IIoT (industrial Internet of

things), and further explore the applied value of smart

contract in Industry 4.0.

6.1 Manufacturing industry

After the realization of electronic and IT systems for pro-

duction automation, with the emergence of CPS (cyber-

physical systems) [156], the pattern of global manufac-

turing will also face new opportunities and challenges.

Intelligent manufacturing based on the deep integration of

new generation information and communication technol-

ogy and advanced manufacturing technology, is a new

production mode with the functions of self-perception, self-

learning, self-decision-making, self-implementation and

self-adaptation, which runs through all links of manufac-

turing activities such as design, production, management

and service [157–159]. Intelligent manufacturing has

become the strategic commanding point of manufacturing

development, and will become the inevitable trend of

manufacturing development in the future. However,

although the traditional manufacturing industry is facing

profound changes, it is not easy to promote intelligent

manufacturing, and there are still many problems to be

solved. Clarifying the direction of digital transformation,

cracking the island effect, releasing data values, and pro-

moting upstream and downstream cooperation and inno-

vation in the industrial chain are the key problems that

manufacturing enterprises need to solve for promoting

digital transformation and intelligent manufacturing

[157, 160, 161]. Blockchain technology, with its charac-

teristics of development, autonomy, reliability and security,

continues to promote the transformation from Information

Internet to Value Internet. If intelligent manufacturing is to

integrate with a wide range of social production networks

and achieve the transfer of value, it is inseparable from the

combination of blockchain technology [162]. The integra-

tion of blockchain technology and intelligent manufactur-

ing brings reconstruction and innovation to the traditional

manufacturing industry and realizes the digitization and

networking of manufacturing.

Intelligent manufacturing mainly realizes the vertical

integration of internal information systems of manufac-

turing enterprises, and the horizontal integration between

different manufacturing enterprises based on the value

chain and information flow [163]. However, multi-source

heterogeneous data and centralized architecture control

makes it more difficult to obtain information in real time in

practical applications. In addition, all kinds of information

are stored in independent systems, and there are certain

differences in technical architecture, communication

protocols and data storage format of each system, which

will seriously affect the efficiency of interconnection and

restrict the application of intelligent manufacturing in the

actual production process [164]. Sensors, control modules

and systems, communication networks and ERP (enterprise

resource planning) systems in the manufacturing industry

can be connected by using the characteristics of blockchain

technology, and through the infrastructure of unified led-

ger, enterprises, equipment manufacturers and work safety

supervision departments can monitor all links of produc-

tion and manufacturing for a long time and continuously,

so as to improve the safety and reliability of production and

manufacturing. At the same time, the traceability and

tamper proof of distributed ledger records for blockchain

are also conducive to the development of enterprise audit,

which is easy to find problems, track problems, solve

problems, optimize the system, and greatly improve the

level of intelligent management for production and man-

ufacturing process. Applying blockchain technology to

manufacturing industry mainly has the following

advantages:

1. Blockchain technology can effectively collect and

analyze all software and hardware equipment informa-

tion existing in the independent system, further solve

the problem of data island, and help the enterprise

effectively establish a safer operation mechanism,

more efficient workflow, and better service.

2. Data transparency and traceability with blockchain

makes R & D audit, manufacturing and circulation

more effective. At the same time, it also reduces

operating costs, improves yield, and reduces manufac-

turing costs for manufacturing enterprises, so that

enterprises have higher competitive edge.

3. It helps to improve the transparency and flexibility of

the value chain, and can more quickly deal with the

problems existing on production, logistics, warehous-

ing, marketing, after-sales and other links.

Furthermore, the main functions of smart contract for

intelligent manufacturing are shown in Fig. 18.

The integration of blockchain smart contract technology

and intelligent manufacturing will effectively solve the

troubles of the current manufacturing industry and further

reshape the value chain. There are three main application

scenarios after the integration of the two:

6.1.1 Assist in building intelligent manufacturing
ecosystem

The implementation of intelligent manufacturing is a

complex project promoted step by step, involving the

whole life cycle of products such as design, production,

logistics, sales and service, as well as the implementation
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of enterprise system architecture such as equipment-layer,

control-layer, management-layer, enterprise-layer, cloud

service-layer and network-layer, which needs to realize

horizontal, vertical and end-to-end integration [160, 165].

Blockchain smart contract technology can assist in the

integration of artificial intelligence, 5G technology [166],

edge computing [167] and other information technologies

with the manufacturing industry, which is embodied in

three aspects:

• Blockchain technology uses P2P networking technol-

ogy and hybrid communication protocol to handle the

communication between heterogeneous devices, which

will significantly reduce the construction and mainte-

nance cost of centralized data center. Furthermore, it

can disperse the computing and storage requirements to

each device constituting the IoT network, and effec-

tively prevent the any SPOF in the network that

resulting in the collapse of the whole network.

• The tamper proof feature of the distributed ledger with

blockchain can effectively prevent the risk of informa-

tion disclosure and malicious manipulation after any

single node device in the IIoT is maliciously attacked

and controlled.

• The combination of blockchain smart contract technol-

ogy and real-time simulation technology based on

digital twins is able to timely and dynamically grasp the

status of various production and manufacturing equip-

ment in the network, improve equipment utilization and

the maintenance efficiency, provide accurate and effi-

cient financial services of supply chain. Moreover, it

can also help other information technologies better

carry out man–machine collaboration and data process-

ing, which jointly builds a good intelligent manufac-

turing system ecosystem.

6.1.2 Data security and the distributed network
of intelligent production

Blockchain technology can provide enterprises with

encryption services of different security levels, conduct

non intermediary transmission of important data onto the

manufacturing supply chain, and ensure the encryption

security of important production data. With the integrated

application of blockchain technology and intelligent man-

ufacturing, the distributed network of intelligent production

will be formed to promote the service-oriented transfor-

mation of the manufacturing industry dominated by the

needs of end customers [168]. In addition, it can improve

the efficiency of enterprise through integrated and intelli-

gent production, and reduce the production cost of enter-

prises through standardized and networked production.

6.1.3 Intelligent management of manufacturing supply
chain

Blockchain technology can effectively break through the

data island of each link to the manufacturing supply chain,

realize information sharing after data is connected to the

chain, and realize intelligent decision-making based on big

data analysis. Furthermore, the traceability of blockchain is

conducive to tracing fake and shoddy products and

recalling problematic products [169]. And smart contract

technology can optimize the operational efficiency of

manufacturing business, reduce transaction costs and avoid

transaction risks. In addition, smart contracts can also

realize the innovative application of enterprises audits, so

that enterprises can not only reduce the cost of reviewing

their own data and processes, but also share data with

auditors. Due to the financial attribute of blockchain, it can

help to manufacture enterprises to further intelligentize

Realize the access control 
of entities and the security 
of transaction process.

Smart 
Contract

Motivate and optimize 
business process 
management.

Further lower production 
costs, and reduce the 
emergence of 
intermediaries.

Promote data monetization. 

Help to meet the needs of 
ownership as a service 
(OaaS) and data as a 
service (DaaS).

Effectively solve the trust 
problem in the 
manufacturing industry. 

Enhance data interaction 
between and off industrial 
supply chains.

Process automation.

Fig. 18 Application advantages of smart contract for manufacturing industry
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their assets, realize data monetization[170] and promote

the reconstruction of global value chain.

The integration of intelligent manufacturing and block-

chain technology is still in its infancy, but many industrial

institutions have begun to pay attention to and participate

in its application exploration [171]. In the future, the new

ecology of effective integration of blockchain and intelli-

gent manufacturing will bring creative changes to the

world’s information technology and industrial develop-

ment. The ecological platform with blockchain as the

underlying technology, information oriented and demand

data directly driving the manufacturing terminal will

reconstruct the traditional manufacturing industry. And

products will be greatly improved on a globalized and open

ecological environment, so as to liberate productivity to the

greatest extent and lead the global manufacturing industry

to create revolutionary and brand-new production relations.

6.2 Food industry

With the rapid development of the global food industry, the

food industry has gradually evolved into today’s trend

towards intelligence from the initial mechanization to

automation. However, due to the acceleration of the ver-

tical extension and horizontal expansion of the food

industry chain, the food industry system has gradually

improved, and the integrated whole industry chain opera-

tion of production, purchase, storage, processing and

marketing has become a more popular business model

[172]. Nevertheless, for the complex production lines in the

food industry, the resulting food quality and safety cannot

be ignored. The food industry Internet can be roughly

divided into three parts: agricultural production supply

chain, food processing chain and product sales chain, as

shown in Fig. 19.

6.2.1 Agricultural production supply chain

This part is mainly composed of raw material suppliers and

purchasers, involving the production process of planting,

fishing and animal husbandry. In the operation process of

the supply chain, suppliers mainly produce raw materials

for agricultural products, record the specific production

data onto raw materials and package them. After reaching a

transaction consensus with the purchaser, raw materials are

transported through the food logistics service industry until

the purchaser confirms the receipt then completes the

transaction. The intellectualization of agricultural produc-

tion supply chain is mainly divided into two aspects: the

intellectualization of production process and the intellec-

tualization of raw material supply.

The intellectualization of production process refers to

the use of emerging IT technology and IoT equipment to

guide the prediction and implementation of production

process, mainly focusing on agricultural expert system

[173, 174]. There are three main indicators of the intel-

lectualization of production process: the intellectualization

of production equipment, the intellectualization of

Modern Food Industry System

Agricultural Production 
Supply Chain

Food Processing 
Chain

Product Sales 
Chain

Waste 
Recycling

Food raw material production
(Planting Industry, Fishing 

Industry and Animal  
Husbandry, etc.)

Food processing
Food manufacturing

Catering industry,
supermarkets and e-

commerce, etc.

Food equipment
manufacturing industry Food logistics service 

industry

1) Control and supervision of food quality and safety. 2) Storage, transportation and retain freshness.

Fig. 19 Modern food industry system
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production process optimization and management, and the

intellectualization of production prediction and quality

classification identification. Among them, the intellectual-

ization of production equipment is the key to the devel-

opment of the food industry and the only way to change

from automation to intelligence [175]. In addition, by

adding sensors to production equipment and using edge

computing and other technologies, remote control and

automatic operation can be realized. The automatic exe-

cution characteristics of blockchain smart contract help to

improve the control efficiency, alleviate the load of agri-

cultural producers, and reduce labor demand. Besides,

specific production environment data and raw material

growth status data can be obtained through the detection

device, and use blockchain to save the data can assist the

expert system in data analysis and decision-making, which

effectively improves the production quality and production

efficiency, achieve accurate operation, and reduce pro-

duction cost and resource waste. Production environment is

a key factor affecting the growth quality and yield of crops

and livestock crops [176, 177]. Therefore, by analyzing all

links in the production process and using technologies such

as artificial intelligence, big data, blockchain and machine

learning, it can realize accurate production decision-mak-

ing, solve the problems of natural disaster, disease pre-

vention and cost-effectiveness in the production process,

and reduce production risks. The feedback information

about different links can be obtained in real time through

the blockchain smart contract, which can further optimize

the management process of agricultural production and

provide a basis of maximizing the benefits of agricultural

production.

However, there are still complex risks of the intellec-

tualization of agricultural production supply chain: poor

traceability owing to uncontrollable factors such as cli-

mate; the complex production line leads to low transaction

efficiency; the existence of a large number of intermedi-

aries in supply chain transactions leads to information

asymmetry and data opacity; continuous suppliers are often

large-scale producers with good reputation, while weak

suppliers have a single channel, which is not conducive to

economic development [178]. The decentralization of

blockchain technology can remove intermediaries in the

agricultural value chain, reduce transaction risks and

improve efficiency. Blockchain smart contract can reduce

uncertainty, improve interoperability and product trace-

ability, promote the trust building among market players,

and provide more inclusive opportunities of market par-

ticipation for vulnerable suppliers [179]. The main appli-

cation advantages of blockchain smart contract technology

in agricultural production supply chain are as follows:

1. Provide distributed database to track products, digital

assets and transactions, integrate each process and

transaction in the supply chain in real time, and

improve the transaction efficiency.

2. Provide product traceability to ensure the authenticity

of products. It can store transparent and tamper proof

data, and has the potential to create efficiency gains for

each participant.

3. Reduce the difficulty of monitoring and control, and

reduce the frequency of fraud and misplaced transac-

tions [178].

4. Remove intermediaries, and achieve direct interaction

between suppliers and acquirers through data

integration.

5. The integration of blockchain technology and intelli-

gent devices can provide high product quality, data

security and sustainable development.

6. Combine with artificial intelligence and other tech-

nologies to further improve automation and intelli-

gence of the control system.

7. Implementing the GS1 (globe standard 1) standard in

blockchain can meet the new regulations of the

government and the business traceability requirements

of industry regulators, and facilitate the verification of

products [180].

6.2.2 Food processing chain

The food processing chain is mainly responsible for deal-

ing with raw materials, processing and packaging them into

products, and then transporting them to major sales points

through the food logistics service industry. However, there

are still two major problems with the food processing

industry: one is the processing cost is high and consumes a

lot of resources and energy, resulting in low resource uti-

lization; but the most important problem is food safety

issue. The distributed ledger, transparency, traceability and

other characteristics of blockchain technology had great

potential in solving food safety and resource management.

In terms of resource management, it can promote

coordination and interaction among enterprises by clarify-

ing the data format and interaction requirements of the

resource information chain [181]. Analyze the best

resource utilization decision through data sharing and data

integration, which promotes the digitization of resource

utilization and reduce the resource waste rate. In addition,

due to the decentralization of blockchain, business expen-

ses can be further saved. The multi chain architecture, cross

chain technology and slicing technology of blockchain can

optimize the resource allocation scheme, and automatically

execute the process through smart contract to make the

processing process more intelligent.
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In terms of food safety, food safety incidents have

occurred frequently all over the world in recent years. How

to ensure food traceability and tracking has become an

urgent problem to be solved. The information storage of

the traditional food traceability system often uses a single

database for centralized storage, which leads to the coun-

terfeiter can tamper with the database. The existence of

false data makes it difficult for the government to quickly

check the source of food in case of health emergencies. The

asymmetry of traceability information leads to low trace-

ability efficiency, and the identification of false data has

also become a major difficulty [182]. The opacity of food

processing leads to consumers’ inability to understand the

source of food, which increases consumers’ safety risks.

The quality supervision and testing of the food industry had

become the main force to control the food safety problems.

The emergence of blockchain technology is expected to

solve the weak points of the traditional food traceability

system [183–185], and reflect the applied value of block-

chain in reshaping a new information circulation and

tamper proof traceability system.

Blockchain has two advantages for food safety trace-

ability. The first is the whole process sharing of informa-

tion, and the second is the easy traceability. Specific

application advantages are as follows:

1. By adding raw material suppliers, processing enter-

prises, sales enterprises, equipment manufacturing

enterprises and logistics service enterprises to block-

chain, and taking advantage of the characteristics of

blockchain, such as the tamper proof, data consistency

and traceability, it can effectively build a consortium

blockchain of government regulators, enterprise enti-

ties and third-party regulators, so as to realize the

whole process sharing for all kinds of food related

product information, and solve the problem of multi

participant trust in the food traceability system.

2. The blockchain system can save the tamper proof

records of the data processing process, and the

authenticity of the data is guaranteed. Using the IoT,

blockchain smart contract and encryption technology,

the traceability information from food production to

sales is presented to consumers. Anyone can easily

trace the food information in his hand on the chain,

which easily solves the problem of consumer trust.

3. Using the blockchain system to process the testing

process of food testing institutions can make the testing

results open and transparent, and further promote the

supervision of bad behaviors in food testing.

Food safety is not only related to personal health, but also

related to the stability of the whole society [186]. Although

we may never be able to completely remove food-borne

safety issues [187], blockchain technology will certainly

bring us cost-effective transparency, and improve

accountability to a new level.

6.2.3 Product sales chain

The product sales chain is mainly responsible for the

business activities of processed products. In the era of the

digital economy, sales business is increasingly transferred

to the digital market. How to create the trust and data

security of business partners and consumers, reduce oper-

ating costs and greatly improve the transaction efficiency

has become the key to enterprise competition [188–190].

Blockchain has become a key factor of enterprise compe-

tition and can empower the innovation and development of

enterprises. How to give full play to the great potential for

blockchain in solving problems such as enterprise trusts,

efficiency, cost controls, risk management and data secu-

rity has become a research hotspot of digital commercial

trade. The application advantages of blockchain smart

contract technology in product sales chain are as follows:

1. Blockchain technology provides high security on

business processes that store and transmit data. It can

not only process digital asset transactions in real time,

but also ensure security and accuracy.

2. The monetary characteristics can realize the digitiza-

tion of assets, use smart contract to save the attributes

and use standards of each asset, track the ownership

and transfer of assets, and help the digital intelligence

economy realize the value of token [191, 192].

3. Decentralization creates great transparency for every

transaction in the sales chain, and each transaction can

be quickly and conveniently added to the blockchain at

marginal cost. At the same time, it reduces the

transaction risk of sales.

4. The integration of blockchain and IoT can ensure the

credibility, security and integrity of offline real logis-

tics to data collection and transmission, optimize the

filling efficiency and reduce the risk of cheating.

5. Improve the current situation of extensive management

of commodity circulation process and shorten the cycle

of commodity circulation.

6. P2P technology enables the information flow between

sellers, accurately master the loss or damage of goods,

and reduce the loss rate of goods.

7. The use of traceability can provide vouchers for traded

goods, avoid deceptive transactions, and help to

establish trust between sellers and consumers.

The digital asset trading system based on blockchain

technology is still in the continuous improvement stage. In

the future, blockchain can carry out research from eight

aspects: basic theoretical innovation, core technology

breakthrough, establishment of the standard system,
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promotion of special demonstration, strengthening industry

research collaboration, focusing on talent training, intro-

duction of policy guarantee and jointly construction of

good ecology, so as to help the high-quality development

of digital and intelligent economy.

6.3 Industrial Internet of Things and Industry 4.0

Industrial Internet refers to networks that enable industrial

interconnection, including not only the upgrading of

industry, but also the upgrading of the Internet [150]. After

the deep integration of industry and the Internet, a new

industrial ecology using Internet thinking and information

technology will be formed [193]. This ecology focuses on

demand leading, innovation driven and manufacturing

upgrading. Industry 4.0 refers to the fourth industrial rev-

olution dominated by intelligent manufacturing, which

aims at transforming the manufacturing industry to intel-

ligence by making full use of the combination of infor-

mation communication technology and cyberspace virtual

system (such as CPS) [194]. It should be noted that

Industry 4.0 emphasizes methodology, which indicates the

stage of industrial development and points out that the

development trend of manufacturing industry is intelli-

gence [195]. The Industrial Internet covers the IIoT, which

is the specific implementation of industry 4.0 [193]. If it

wants to realize intelligent manufacturing and achieve the

personalization and customization of industrial production,

it must rely on the IIoT. As a new technology, under the

background of Industry 4.0, how to use blockchain tech-

nology to give full play to its potential application potential

and solve the key challenges in intelligent manufacturing

and system security had become the key research direction

of various industrial departments [196].

This Section will introduce the applied potential for

blockchain in IIoT, and further analyze the guiding sig-

nificance of blockchain in Industry 4.0.

6.3.1 Industrial Internet of Things

The specific definition of IIoT is that machines, computers

and personnel use the advanced data analysis results

obtained by business transformation to achieve intelligent

industrial operation. By applying perception technology,

communication technology, transmission technology, data

processing technology and control technology to the

industrial production process, comprehensively collect the

basic data of bottom and conduct deeper data analysis and

mining, so as to build a new service driven industrial

ecosystem [197]. The IIoT has six characteristics: intelli-

gent perception, ubiquitous connectivity, accurate control,

digital modeling, real-time analysis and iterative opti-

mization [198]. What’s more, the use of IIoT can achieve

intelligent equipment, intelligent system and intelligent

decision-making. However, the operation of the IIoT still

depends on the centralized architecture, which will lead to

problems with security and system performance. The IIoT

still faces the following challenges [151, 199–201]:

1. The disadvantages caused by centralized architecture

(such as SPOF), and the huge number of equipment

lead to poor robustness of the system.

2. Poor visibility of equipment and endpoints, and the

difficulty of segmentation of networking environment.

3. Poor traceability of information, and inefficient data

security strategy.

4. Real-time requirements, and the problem of edge

training and cloud edge cooperation [202].

5. The equipment resource is constrained, and the

connection between equipment is unstable and

unpredictable.

6. Privacy and interoperability between heterogeneous

devices, as well as deception and false authentication

in data sharing.

7. The difficulty of peer-to-peer interaction caused by

personalized service requirements and the standardiza-

tion of complex protocols.

8. Information security in cross system interaction, and

the problem of security and efficiency for the control

system.

9. Ensure trust between devices and participants.

In view of the above challenges, in order to improve the

Industrial Internet environment, the integration of block-

chain technology into IIoT network has become a new

research hotspot. Blockchain technology provides a new

solution to solve the problems of standardization, trace-

ability, auditability, interoperability, security and trust of

IIoT:

1. In terms of standardization, many automation devices

in IIoT use various protocols in the operation process,

but these protocols do not have a set of specified

standard management, that’s why it is difficult to

ensure interoperability between devices. The dis-

tributed ledger technology and smart contract for

blockchain contributed to the implementation of stan-

dardized management. Specifically, by formulating the

corresponding protocol identification for each protocol

and storing it in the smart contract, it can be called

during heterogeneous communication, so as to further

improve the interoperability between devices.

2. In terms of traceability and auditability, all nodes in the

blockchain network hold a transaction record ledger

with timestamp, and users can use the corresponding

timestamp to verify and track historical data records.

Moreover, the tamper proof of blockchain can ensure
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the authenticity of data, which it can easily detect and

eliminate these bad data when the data is modified.

These features provide traceability and auditability for

the IIoT and promote the sharing of stored data.

3. In terms of interoperability, due to the application of

interconnected heterogeneous devices in the IIoT, a lot

of data will be generated, which has high requirements

for interoperability. How to reduce the operation cost

and complexity of deployment when improving inter-

operability, and further improve the bridging of shared

data is a huge challenge. Blockchain technology can

potentially meet this challenge. Specifically, the data

types of heterogeneous devices in IIoT are stored in the

blockchain after data processing such as formats

conversion, processing, presentation and compression,

and the corresponding data access rules and other

information are stored in the blockchain. According to

the same standards formulated by different entities,

blockchain can also ensure the interoperability of data

exchanges processes between different entities.

4. In terms of security, blockchain is based on cryptog-

raphy and can use advanced encryption methods to

ensure data security and privacy. And the decentralized

nature of blockchain can resist security threats brought

by third parties and enhance credibility. In addition, by

storing the privacy protection policy and access control

policy into the smart contract, which is automatically

executed according to the trigger conditions, the user’s

data security and ownership were ensured.

5. In terms of trust, the interaction between entities in the

traditional IoT depends on the centralized architecture,

which cannot guarantee the trust in entities. However,

blockchain technology uses distributed ledger technol-

ogy and the consensus protocol to improve the

transparency of data exchange. In addition, the data

invariance and traceability of blockchain technology

made it possible to solve the failure problems existing

on the interaction between heterogeneous devices and

complex information providers. The use of smart

contract can achieve autonomous interaction without

any third party, saving operating costs. The above

functions contribute to ensuring the trust in entities in

IIoT and to achieve direct interaction between entities.

In the future, IIoT technology will continue to develop with

the trend of intelligent terminal, ubiquitous connection,

marginalized computing, flat network and service platform,

and the application potential for blockchain technology in

the development trend above will continue to be tapped

[200]. How to integrate and innovate blockchain technol-

ogy, IIoT, 5G and other new generation digital technolo-

gies will be a major challenge, we will discuss it in

Sect. 6.3.2.

6.3.2 Industry 4.0

Industry 4.0 is specifically defined as a collective term of

technologies and concepts used by the organizations of

value chain, and it also is a trend of using information to

simplify processes and integrate automation in new tech-

nology development [203]. Its theoretical basis is the

dynamic optimization of production resources within and

between highly interconnected factories, and its technical

basis is CPS, which aims at improving the degree of

industrial autonomy and reduce the waste of human capital

[204, 205]. Industry 4.0 can be roughly divided into three

development stages [206–209], and the digital thinking

used can be divided into three generations, as shown in

Fig. 20.

The first stage of Industry 4.0 is industrial manufactur-

ing automation. Specifically, industrial robots and indus-

trial automation are technical power, which main purpose

is to reduce human investment and finally make unmanned

factories come true. At present, most factories are still in

this stage. The second stage of Industry 4.0 is data flow

automation. IoT, IIoT, cloud computing, big data and

artificial intelligence are its technical power. Among them,

IoT, as the main power, can establish digital twins [210]

with the help of industrial software, such as ERP, MES,

PLM and other information systems. However, only by

combining cloud computing technology, big data analysis

technology and artificial intelligence technology can real-

ize real data flow automation and present the complete

form of intelligent manufacturing. At present, Siemens, GE

and other enterprises have basically realized digitization.

The third stage of Industry 4.0 is economic operation

automation, and blockchain is its driving force. Blockchain

technology can effectively improve the persistence and

security of IoT applications, and its smart contract can

further ensure automation. In addition, blockchain tech-

nology helps to realize data monetization and further pro-

mote the development of industrial economy automation.

Furthermore, in the development of Industry 4.0, it is also

inseparable from the application of digital thinking. As the

third generation of digital thinking, blockchain technology

mainly realizes the integration of data and programs

through blockchain smart contracts. If the data has its own

program, it has the function of identification. The data can

be used to determine the authority, and then transformed

into digital assets to promote the development of digital

economy. In addition, the consensus among humans,

machines and different network organizations made the

bottom industrial blockchain possible to support complex

socio-economic operation. In the future, the digital econ-

omy with blockchain as the core will run through various

application fields.
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Application potential for blockchain smart contract

technology in industry 4.0:

1. Distributed ledger and P2P technology can achieve

distributed storage and shared network, and enhance

redundancy and network elasticity;

2. Consensus mechanism and distributed architecture

can eliminate single point of failure, realize dis-

tributed computing and provide certain fault toler-

ance, and ensure the security and synchronization of

data. In addition, it can also promote the develop-

ment of micro measurement, micro measurement,

and fine-grained dynamic adjustment capabilities of

intelligent manufacturing.

3. Advanced encryption and tamper proof provide data

integrity, security and privacy, which improving the

reliability of the system.

4. Smart contract and P2P technology can reduce the

involvement of third parties, improve the trust in

entities and the interoperability of heterogeneous

devices, further ensure the effective connection

between devices, provide the supervision mechanism

and resource management function, and reduce costs.

5. Traceability, auditability and transparency promote

the intelligent development of supply chain.

6. Combined with big data technology, it can improve

the availability of data and provide predictability for

intelligent decision-making.

7. Providing digital identity for all entities in Industry

4.0, which can promote intelligent management and

realize the function of remote identification

equipment;

Industrial Manufacturing 
Automation

Data Flow 
Automation

Economic Operation 
Automation

Industrial robot
Industrial automation

Internet of things
Industrial Internet of things

Cloud computing
Big data

Artificial intelligence

Blockchain

Turing
The theory model of Turing Machine, computability 
theory, and Turing test.

von Neumann
Von Neumann structure, binary thought, and the 
working principle of storage program.

Blockchain Technology
Distributed thinking, data monetization, protocol 
coding and consensus thinking.

Digitalize  Thinking
First Generation

Second Generation

Third Generation

Industry 4.0 development stage

Using digitalize thinking to 
promote development

Fig. 20 Industrial 4.0 development stage and digital thinking
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8. Smart contract can execute heterogeneous commu-

nication protocols of the value chain of intelligent

manufacturing, and automatically perform access

controls, authentication and other editable logic

functions. In addition, all transaction protocols can

be automatically executed by smart contract, so that

the transaction can be executed with the character-

istics of low cost and high efficiency, ensuring the

credibility and authenticity of the transaction.

9. Smart contract can provide specific storage space for

applications, and smart contracts can call each other,

which providing system flexibility and providing a

lot of personalized manufacturing services.

10. It helps to improve the financial and trades part of

industrial 4.0 ecology, provide democratic data

monetization, and allow users to conduct secure

micro transactions of data.

11. Combined with edge computing and the cloud

platform, it can achieve distributed storage on and

off the chain, and improve the robustness of system

storage.

12. With the integration of artificial intelligence algo-

rithm, cognitive configuration and operation can be

realized. Using smart contract to save interaction

rules can standardize cooperation and credit mech-

anisms between manufacturing resources. Taking

blockchain as one of the additional digital twins of

manufacturing process can protect the data of shared

process, which promotes the development of open

manufacturing ecosystem.

Blockchain smart contract technology can trigger exe-

cution when conditions are met, which reduces human

intervention, making applications for IIoT more powerful

and secure. Its data security will also bring additional

advantages to 5G technology, big data and artificial intel-

ligence [211–213]. However, how to integrate and innovate

blockchain technology with other information technologies

and give full play to its potential value of application is the

biggest challenge at present. The challenges faced by the

integration of blockchain technology and IIoT are as fol-

lows [214–217]:

1. Resource energy consumption: blockchain is a tech-

nology with high performance requirements, such as

mining, which requires very high energy consumption.

There is a great contradiction between the high energy

consumption demand of blockchain and the low

processing capacity of IoT equipment. In addition,

the blockchain requires each node to store a sub ledger,

which leads to the storage pressure caused by data

expansion. Moreover, the device node itself does not

have large storage capacity. Although many solutions

using the cloud platform or IPFS as off-chain storage

has been proposed, they cannot well solve the problem

of storage pressure [154, 218, 219]. The performance

of blockchain will also affect the efficiency after

integration. To solve these problems, using Merkel tree

for the data compression, improvement of consensus

mechanism, chip technology and IOTA are the main

solutions.

2. Partition tolerance problem: due to the relatively cheap

IIoT equipment, there is a problem of equipment node

loss caused by equipment idle or discarding. In order to

ensure data consistency, it takes longer to update all

node data, which results in reduced availability. At

present, the main method to solve this problem is the

simultaneous trading mechanism on and off the chain

[220].

3. Scalability: the blockchain provides a certain degree of

decentralization, security and fault tolerance at the cost

of scalability. With the growth of the chain and the

improvement of consensus algorithm, the demand for

storage, bandwidth and computing power are also

increasing. In IIoT, massive devices will generate huge

amounts of data in real time, resulting in the aggrava-

tion of low throughput and scalability problems. At

present, the main solutions include slicing technology,

side-chain technology, storage and processing of data

on off-chain, and limiting the scope of consensus for

the blockchain network.

4. Security issues: the blockchain encrypts data with

complex cryptography, which limits auditability and

sharing governance. In addition, blockchain is still

vulnerable to 51% attacks, DoS attacks and eclipse

attacks [221], which hinders the progress of consensus.

Therefore, the improvement of consensus mechanism

is still an urgent problem to be solved. In addition, in

order to prevent attackers from exploiting smart

contract vulnerabilities, it is also very important to

formulate security standards without security threats.

5. Communication and delay problem: blockchain tech-

nology takes P2P network as the underlying commu-

nication infrastructure, and equipment nodes need to

continuously transmit and exchange data, which puts

forward high requirements for the capacity and

efficiency of wireless communication. In addition,

due to the mobility of IIoT devices, the performance of

blockchain protocol will be reduced, making it more

difficult to ensure the synchronization of data between

mobile nodes. The high delay of consensus mechanism

hinders the development of industrial applications

requiring high real-time performance.

6. Integration standard problem: at present, the integra-

tion of blockchain and IIoT is still in the primary stage,

while there are many development platforms of

blockchain, and the architecture and protocol existing
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independently, which increases the difficulty of inte-

gration. If integration standards are not formulated,

potential collaboration between different platforms will

be limited, resulting in serious compatibility problems.

Therefore, in order to standardize the integration

process, it should focus on technical details such as

non-standard heterogeneous communication protocol,

equipment integration and configuration, service set-

tings and payment, so as to build a general functional

architecture of IIoT based on blockchain.

After the integration of blockchain and IIoT, the horizontal

applications are mainly to open-up the whole IIoT indus-

trial chain, improve data quality and utilization value,

achieve efficient data collection and sharing, and establish

a good IIoT ecology. The vertical applications are mainly

in the field of intelligent manufacturing to realize the

reliable, safe and efficient management of equipment

identity and data. Blockchain is the digital cornerstone of

the in-depth intelligent scene of IIoT. It can realize the

digital integration channel of the industrial chain,

strengthen the ecological consensus, promote the in-depth

integration between the chain and the chain, and achieve

the sustainable development of the distributed intelligent

network.

7 Future research direction

7.1 Challenges for smart contract

With the popularity and application of blockchain tech-

nology, emerging smart contract technology has attracted

extensive attention in academia and industry. However, on

account of smart contract is limited by the performance of

blockchain system itself at present, it is unable to process

complex logic and high-throughput data, as well as lack

privacy protection to a certain extent. Furthermore, it is

still some difficulties to achieve the cross chain. Therefore,

smart contracts are facing four challenges now [222]: pri-

vacy, performance, the design and security of mechanism,

and formal verification, and the specific explanation for

them is as follows:

1. According to the operation mechanism of smart

contract, the privacy issues of smart contract can be

divided into trusted data source privacy issues and

contract data privacy issues, and involve the infras-

tructure layer and the contract layer in the infrastruc-

ture model [223]. In addition, the anonymity of

blockchain does not completely solve the privacy

problem of smart contract, that is because they need to

ask the blockchain system to query external cred-

itable sources when some smart contracts are executed,

and these requests are usually open, and user privacy

will be threatened. Consequently, it is urgent to solve

the privacy security problem of smart contract, as a

result of these problems of privacy may lead to

anonymous attacks on blockchain or smart contract.

2. The performance problems of smart contract can be

divided into two categories: the performance problems

of contract caused by the design of contract layer, and

the blockchain system performance problems caused

by the infrastructure layer. On the one hand, the

mechanism design of contract and the smart contract to

be optimized will increase the execution cost and

reduce the execution efficiency. On the other hand, the

performance problems of blockchain system, such as

low throughput, transaction delay, high energy con-

sumption, capacity and bandwidth constraints, will also

limit the performance of smart contract to a certain

extent. Taking the throughput limit of blockchain

system as an example, for smart contracts are executed

serially in sequence in the current blockchain system,

the number of contracts that can be executed per

second is very limited. Moreover, smart contracts are

also not compatible with the popular multi-core and

cluster architecture, thus difficult to meet the needs of

multi-domain applications [224].

3. The security problem in the execution-layer is the main

problem that restricts the development of smart

contract. This is due to smart contract deployed on

the chain is irreversible, furthermore, its problems of

potential security will be difficult to repair if triggered,

which the resulting economic losses will be irreparable.

At the same time, the anonymity of the blockchain may

provide convenience for malicious users, and then

result in real-world application security problems.

4. Formal verification in the operation and maintenance

layer is an important method to address the security

problem of smart contract, and also an important

research direction of it [225]. The formal verification

of smart contract refers to the use of precise mathe-

matical means and powerful analysis tools, to verify

whether the smart contract meets the expected key-

properties of fairness, boundedness, correctness, real-

izability and non-ambiguity in the process of contract

design, development and testing. Thereby to regulate

the generation and execution of contracts and improve

the reliability and execution, and further scale the

efficient generation of smart contracts. Thus, it is an

important way to address the security problem of smart

contract. In addition, formal verification before con-

tract deployment can avoid some common security

vulnerabilities. There are some security checking tools

for static or dynamic analysis of contracts at present,

such as Oyente and Porosity. But most of these
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verification tools are still in the experimental stage, and

their reliability has not been verified in real systems.

As a consequence, there is still an urgent need for a

complete, standardized and instructive formal verifica-

tion framework in the market, and it will make formal

verification an important development direction of

smart contracts in the future [32].

Besides the issues of smart contract itself, it also faces

different challenges in the application process of different

platforms, as shown below:

1. In the Ethereum platform, smart contract mainly faces

the following challenges: first, it is difficult to find out

where the transaction went wrong for the process of

debugging a smart contract is very complicated;

second, Ethereum needs manual operation to connect

with other software, which will increase the burden of

developers; third, Ethereum developers must build the

infrastructure of Ethereum nodes individually, and it

may lead to hidden risks; fourth, the update of smart

contract has become an urgent problem, because the

code incorporated into Ethereum that is a decentralized

platform cannot be modified; Finally, building a future

proof architecture is also one of the challenges must

face [226].

2. In the Hyperledger platform, although the emergence

of blockchain smart contract technology has a signif-

icant impact on the business model of enterprises, it

also faces two challenges [227]: One is the poor

scalability of the system. For the consortium block-

chain system adopts efficient consensus protocol to

improve the efficiency of system data processing, it

leads to the limitation of system scale scalability. For

instance, when the number of nodes exceeds a certain

level, the system using BFT consensus protocol

transmits a lot of messages between nodes, and it will

result in a significant decline in the throughput of

system; the other is the cost of deployment and

maintenance is high. Despite the blockchain system

that is geared to the needs of the consortium blockchain

application design, it has a high degree of technical

maturity. There are few related third-party support

tools for this kind of system is not as open as the public

blockchain. In addition, if they want to implement the

special function of data management, consortium

members require developing tools by themselves, and

it will increase the cost of deployment and

maintenance.

3. For EOSIO platform, EOS has a developing space in

the long run. As the carrying capacity of EOS is

strengthened and the development threshold is getting

lower and lower, EOS has more large-scale application

space. At the same time, the growth of currency price

also has development space with the demand for EOS

increases [228]. What’s more, once the goal that the

EOS virtual machine can make DApp run smoothly is

realized, EOS will carry large-scale commercial appli-

cations, but the rigid demand for EOS in blockchain

has not been obvious now. However, the governance of

EOS ecosystem is the most difficult problem to address

for the EOS program needs the master node to run.

Namely, if the master node refuses to run, the program

can’t be executed even if it is approved by the whole

people. Therefore, the complete off-chain governance

cannot solve the problem of governance. Making

changes in the code, such as the referendum system

written into the code that the referendum to determine

the branch of the program operation, may play a certain

role in solving the EOS governance problem.

The tamper proof, consistency, auditability and

automation of blockchain smart contract can facilitate the

development of DApp. With the development of smart

contract technology, the application of blockchain smart

contract has been extended to IIoT, intelligent manufac-

turing, value chains and other fields, but its loopholes and

technical problems will pose potential security threats:

1. Performance: in order to improve the performance of

smart contract that limited by the performance of the

blockchain system itself, the proposed Layer 2 scaling

solution [229] is a feasible method to greatly improve

the performance of smart contract. It creates an isolated

off-chain execution environment for smart contract

through cloud platforms, IPFS and other storage

platforms, separating the implementation of smart

contract from the consensus mechanism of the public

blockchain, which achieving some on-chain operations

and off-chain management, so as to conducive the

realization of smart contract with high-performance,

high privacy and cross chains.

2. Security: the security issues of smart contract are

mainly divided into code, operating environment and

the blockchain platform. There are many security

problems in the contract code (integer overflow

vulnerability, the restriction of gas, etc.), which is

mainly solved by vulnerability detection scheme. The

security problems of the operating environment mainly

refer to the security vulnerabilities of the virtual

machine, the docker container and image itself. The

security problem of blockchain platform mainly refers

to the vulnerability of encryption algorithms (reuse

problem) and consensus algorithms (replay attack). To

solve these problems, the security audit strategy of

smart contract can be effectively solved.

3. Quantum attack: since the blockchain platform is based

on cryptography, but Grover and Shor algorithms
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posed an important threat to public key cryptography

and hash functions [230], and affect the security of

smart contract. Therefore, it is necessary to design an

anti-quantum blockchain system to withstand potential

quantum attacks. At present, the InterValue project has

proposed a new anti-quantum attack cryptographic

algorithm, but the development of anti-quantum attack

blockchain is still of great significance to the security

and future extended application of blockchain.

4. Standardization problem: at the legal level, the authen-

ticity of the smart contract is insufficient (Oracle needs

to provide real data), which leads to the problem that

the contract is irrevocable in case of major misunder-

standing. And the smart contract is not predictable, so

it is impossible to predict the trend of the situation.

Establishing and improving contract legal audit, com-

bining with artificial intelligence to achieve pre-

dictability and intelligent decision-making are

potential solutions. In addition, when blockchain is

integrated with IIoT, it is necessary to formulate

integration standards through smart contracts.

5. Intelligence: the current smart contract only realizes

the function of automation and does not have intelli-

gence. With the continuous advancement of the

application of blockchain in Industry 4.0, its distributed

architecture and digital assets makes it possible for the

interaction between the physical world and the virtual

network, and put forward the requirements of intelli-

gent cooperation for smart contract. The integration of

artificial intelligence technologies such as deep learn-

ing and cognitive computing with smart contract

provides a potential possibility for the further intellec-

tualization of smart contract.

6. Improvement of DAG-based blockchain smart con-

tract: the unique DAG ledger structure of DAG-based

blockchain not only improves the consensus efficiency,

but also brings difficulties in system state migration

and consistency maintenance, which brings challenges

to the realization of Turing’s complete smart contract.

Realizing Turing complete smart contract on DAG

ledger structure is facing the severe challenge that the

account status may be modified by new transactions

during the contract execution. At present, the main

solutions are pre prevention mechanism (Vite project)

and ex post rollback mechanism (InterValue project).

Although the ISCP proposed by IOTA is committed to

realizing functions similar to Ethereum smart contract,

it is still in its infancy.

7.2 Sustainable development of blockchain
smart contract

With the advent of the Industrial Internet era, Internet

technology will be fully embedded in the industrial system,

and will break the traditional production process, the pro-

duction mode, and the management mode. As a new engine

for the development of the digital economy, Industrial

Internet continues to expand the new space for the devel-

opment of the digital economy [231]. Artificial intelli-

gence, 5G technology and blockchain, as the three major

scientific and technological fields in the world, to promote

the innovation and progress of industrial Internet. Among

them, artificial intelligence is an important driving tech-

nology of Industry 4.0, and blockchain, as the main force to

change data storage, has the potential to reshape the

Internet and IoT. The significance of blockchain smart

contract technology to the Industrial Internet is that it is

expected to improve the intelligent configuration ability of

production factors in all links of industrial manufacturing

[210], strengthen the network collaboration between

upstream and downstream of the industrial chain, and

achieve man–machine collaboration based on certain rules

or protocols through smart contract. Blockchain can per-

fectly help the Industrial Internet connect the physical

world and the virtual world, and provide basic guarantee

for intelligence, but its biggest bottleneck lies in how the

off-chain physical world goes on-chain, which is also the

technical difficulty for the further sustainable development

of blockchain smart contract. In order to realize the large-

scale application of blockchain smart contract technology,

its future development direction is as follows:

1. Improve the execution efficiency: using WASM virtual

machine to develop smart contracts can improve the

security and performance of trusted execution envi-

ronment, facilitate the implementation of customized

services, and significantly improve the execution

efficiency. However, it is difficult to learn the devel-

opment language based on WASM, so use of WASM

virtual machine coverage still needs to be further

improved.

2. Cross chain support: combined with the cloud platform

and edge technology to realize on-chain management

and off-chain storage, which can improve the effi-

ciency of automatic process execution and reduce the

storage pressure of the system.

3. Optimization of encryption algorithm: encryption

algorithm is not only an important factor affecting

the contract performance, but also a technical diffi-

culty. The optimization of encryption algorithm

focuses on anti-quantum attack.
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4. Blockchain is deeply integrated with artificial intelli-

gence, so that the equipment nodes can interact and

cooperate through smart contract, and improve the

robustness and flexibility of the blockchain system.

5. Combined with ACP (artistic systems, computational

experiments, parallel execution) method [232] to

realize parallel organization and social management

driven by smart contract.

6. Realize the deep interaction with Blockchain Oracle,

but the security and credibility of the data source

provided by Oracle still needs to be further improved.

However, in order to achieve the sustainable development

of blockchain smart contract, it is necessary to solve the

problems of social resources and energy consumption and

environmental pollution caused by the mining mechanism.

The basic principle of mining mechanism is PoW con-

sensus mechanism [233]. Due to the mining machines used

in mining (the ASIC mining machine of Bitcoin and the

graphics card mining machine of Ethereum), it often needs

to consume huge power resources. In addition, the main-

tenance cost of mining chips and graphics cards is also

high. Obviously, energy consumption caused by mining

cannot be ignored. Although the Bitcoin mining industry is

transforming to clean energy, most of the power consumed

by the Bitcoin network still comes from non-renewable

energy, such as coal-fired power plants. As we all know,

burning fossil fuels such as coal will release a large amount

of carbon dioxide into the atmosphere, which is also one of

the main factors of climate change. This means that the

more mining computing devices join the bitcoin network,

the greater the demand for the energy generation and

consumption and the greater the impact on the environment

[234]. At present, in order to solve the problem of energy

consumption, in addition to controlling the mining scale

and avoiding disorderly competition, the purpose of energy

conservation and environmental protection can also be

achieved by optimizing the mining mechanism.

BTC adopts mining based on PoW mechanism, which

consumes a lot of computing power and power, and has

51% of the potential security risks of attack. The mining of

ETH adopts PoW ? PoS mechanism. Although the power

consumption is low, the monetary value is not high. By

improving PoS consensus, Filecoin realizes mining based

on POST (proof of space time) mechanism, which is

mining by putting into a lot of storage space and bandwidth

resources, which is environmentally friendly and efficient.

The disadvantage of PoS based mechanism lies in low

security and low degree of decentralization. In addition, the

prime currency proposed by Sunny King is also one of the

solutions [235], which is to find the prime chain in the

mining process, so that a large amount of energy consumed

in the mining process can produce value cryptocurrency

and improve the value of energy. For the problem of high

energy consumption caused by mining, the use of renew-

able energy is the best solution, but it is difficult. Another

solution is to realize the multi-user of energy on the basis

of maintaining security.

In the future, blockchain technology will be deeply

integrated with artificial intelligence, which means that

productivity and production relations will change. The

development of artificial intelligence, 5 g, Internet of

things and other technologies will lead to security problems

and public governance problems caused by the increase in

the number of agents. Smart contract can deal with the

transaction behavior of agents, authorize and supervise

agents, and integrate fragmented individual interests

effectively and at low cost. Blockchain can quantify and

improve the cognitive level of nodes, provide solutions for

network security, provide new impetus for overcoming

collective action problems in intelligent society, and ensure

the credibility and security of industrial Internet. In addi-

tion, blockchain helps to eliminate the structural holes

caused by information asymmetry, establish direct links

between producers and consumers, weaken the role of

intermediary platform, and directly participate in economic

distribution through frameworks such as deliberative

democracy and agent mechanism, so as to promote the

development of global value chain [236].

8 Conclusions

This paper introduces the research status of application,

existing problems and solutions for blockchain smart

contract. Firstly, we systematically introduce the model

and operation principle of blockchain smart contract, ana-

lyzes the deployment process of smart contract based on

Ethereum, Hyperledger Fabric and EOSIO, and compares

the advantages and disadvantages of developing smart

contract on the three platforms. In addition, we compare

and analyze the blockchain with DAG-based blockchain,

and introduces the deployment process of DAG-based

smart contract by taking Byteball, InterValue and IOTA

platforms as examples. Secondly, we summarize the

application research of blockchain smart contract in the

world, and further discusses the research of Blockchain

Oracle, to promote the further integration of smart contract

into practical application. In addition, it also analyzes the

application status of blockchain smart contract based on

Ethereum and Hyperledger Fabric from the fields of

financial transactions, IoT, medical application and the

supply chain, further discuss the application research of

EOSIO platform and Blockchain Oracle. Furthermore, we

introduce the application advantages and challenges of

smart contract in the manufacturing industry, the food
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industry, IIoT and Industry 4.0 in detail, analyze and the

potential advantages of application for blockchain smart

contract in industrial Internet. Finally, we expound the

problems existing in the smart contract itself and the

shortcomings existing in the application development

process of the three platforms, analyzes the impact of

large-scale application and mining system on the future

development for blockchain smart contract, further intro-

duces the social value of blockchain smart contract, and

looks forward to the future research direction of blockchain

smart contract.
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